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Mather Hall Chartwells Workers Seek Union Aid After Hours Cut3
Will Open Students pledge to stand with workers until they are treated with 'dignity and respect
This Week
By SARAH GARDINER

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

By BILL COSGROVE

TRIPOD STAFF
Despite numerous delays, the
renovated Mather Main Dining
Hall will be opening this week, Ed
Taraskewich, Chartwells Senior
Director of Dining Service, said on
Monday.
When the Tripod went to print
on Sept. 24, the dining hall had yet
to open. However, the opening
schedule will be determined by
Taraskewich, who said it will definitely be open sometime this week
before Family Weekend (which
begins Friday). "I don't want to say
[an exact date] for sure, because I
don't want to disappoint anyone,"
said Taraskewich. "But it will be
open before Family Weekend." He
explained that the Chartwells staff
has been tweaking equipment and
moving machines around to prepare the'dining hall for opening.
"We are very close to opening,
but need to make sure everything
is 100 percent [ready] before doing
•so," said, ^sociatf DiseQCP
Campus Life and member of the
Mather Renovations Committee
see CHARTWELLS on page 8

Last weekend, on both Sept.
21 and Sept. 20, a small group of
students rallied Friday and
Saturday afternoon on the Cave
Patio to raise campus awareness
for a side of the renovation that
has not been the topic of widespread discussion: the effect the
changes to Mather are having on
Chartwells employees. None of
the affected employees were present at the rally, as they were in
union negotiations and thus
unable to speak with students
about their grievances. Earlier in
the week, one server was suspended on these grounds. For this reason, Chartwells employees were
not approached for comment
during the writing of this article.
The stakes involved in the
Mather Dining Hall renovations
are high. According to the new
schedule outlined by Chartwells
management, 400 working hours
total will be cut from current
employee schedules. Although
management has the right to
make necessary changes to the
schedules, the primary concern
s^yl^hajrtwells employees was that
these changes were made without
consulting them. Once news of
the schedule changes became
known, workers filed a grievance
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James E. Kukstis
Due to different staffing requirements, the "New Mather" has created problems for Chartwells employees, leading to protests.

with their union, Unite Here, on
the grounds of surface bargaining. Surface bargaining is defined
by the organization "American
Rights at Work" as an action,
"whereby an employer meets with
the union, but only goes through
the motions of bargaining. Such

Apart from the salary cuts due to
hour scale-backs, many employees
work multiple jobs and changes
in scheduling can pose problems
to their ability to be present at
other places of business.
Approximately 40 students
attended Friday's rally on the

generally upbeat, and students
participated in chants led by
James Murphy '08. He commented, "The response [the workers]
have gotten when they've tried to
bring the issue to the management is unacceptable. The management has denied them the
'Opportunity to speak [.,] and to
£,, the
employer is considered a viola- tions were represented, including articulate their problems and
tion of the employer's duty to Voices Organized in Democracy concerns with the situation. That
bargain, Section 8(a) (5) of the (VOID) and the Anti-War
National Labor Relations Act." Coalition. The atmosphere was
see STUDENTS on page 7

Professor Named to CT Supreme Court | Perpetual College Visitor
Steve Lake Visits Campus
By KRYSTAL RAMIREZ
TRIPOD STAFF

After teaching at Trinity
since the spring of 2003, Public
Policy and Law Professor Barry
Schaller, a judge since 1974, was
sworn-in to the Connecticut
Supreme
Court
yesterday.
Schaller has already been hearing and writing cases in the
highest court in the state, part
of a long legal career.
Schaller received his B.A.
degree from Yale College in
1960 and his J.D. from the Yale
Law School in 1963. After practicing law for 10 years, he was
appointed to the Connecticut
trial bench in 1974, the
Appellate Court in 1992, and
was finally nominated for the
Connecticut Supreme Court in
August. '
"I am very enthusiastic
about it and very grateful for the
opportunity," Schaller said. As a
native of Hartford, Schaller was
always interested in law, and he
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CONTRIBUTING WRITER
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Professor Barry Schaller was inducted to the CT Supreme Court on Sept. 24.

said
Student
is now especially looking for- Trinity,"
Government
Association
ward to his future as a justice on
the CT Supreme Court. "I am President Andrew Pedro '08, a
excited about the challenging student qf Schaller's. "It is an
cases to come and the entire fas- honor to have him teaching
here." In addition to teaching at
cinating process," he said.
Schaller has taught courses Trinity as a Visiting Lecturer,
on bioethics, public policy and Schaller is also an instructor of
law, public health policy, ethics trial advocacy at the Yale Law
and law, and the role of courts School as well as a visiting
and judges, at Trinity. "I think
see SCHALLER on page 8
he is an incredible asset to
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Most prospective college students visit 10 schools. Steve Lake
has seen over 400. On Tuesday,
Sept. 18, Lake, a pit boss at
Caesar's Palace in Las Vegas, NV,
came to Trinity, his 406th college
visit.
In 1984, Lake made it his goal
to visit 500 national colleges and
universities. A graduate of what is
now known as Concordia
University in Montreal, Lake's
alma mater consisted of a 12story building with absolutely no
green space. After stopping at
Harvard University while on a
trip to Boston, Lake realized that
his own college experience had
lacked something. From that
point forward, he and his wife
Caroline decided to incorporate
college visits into their vacations.
"I typically choose a geo-

graphic area that I would like to
visit, then choose a few key
schools that I really wanted to see
and, build the whole trip around
these schools," he said. The key
schools on his current trip are
Trinity College, Yale University,
and Connecticut College. While
in the area, he also plans to visit
12 other schools, including
Wesleyan
and
Quinnipiac
Universities. After Connecticut,
the Lakes plan to visit most of
the schools in the Worcester,
Amherst,
Springfield,
and
Boston, MA areas, as well as
schools in Rhode Island. Before
returning to Las Vegas, he will
have visited between 45-50
schools in just a few weeks, about
50 schools short of achieving his
ultimate goal.
Though he only officially
tours 25 percent of the schools
that he visits, Lake decided to
see COLLEGE on page 10

First Ever All-Music Issue

Opinions: First-year observes Trinity's homophobic tendencies, page 3

A guide to local venues, a
recap of Trinity's Fall Concert,
and a review of Phil Collins'
latest concert, Page 12

Features: Carver talks with Jack ChatField about Trinity's past, page 17
Sports-. Football opens season with a win against Colby, page 24
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EDITORIAL

Students Must be Informed
To date, there have been no official
announcements from the College this
fall notifying the Trinity community
about when exactly the Mather Main
Dining Hall will open. No campus wide
e-mails have been sent out to keep everyone informed of the latest developments
and no announcements have been posted on the Exchange recently.
As a result, the anticipation many
students have felt towards the new dining facility has been tempered by the
frustration they feel as a result of not
being kept up-to-date of its progress.
To find out whether or not the dining hall is open, students have been
walking into Mather the last few days
and peering into the dining hall to see if
food is being served or not. It has been
construction workers and Chartwells
employees - not Trinity staff- telling students whether the dining facility is open
or not. There aren't even any signs on
the doors to let students know when it
will be open.
It is not the responsibility of
Chartwells to tell the student body when
the dining hall wili be ready. Although
the opening of Mather is in Chartwells
Director of Dining Service Ed
Taraskewich's hands, the College should
be more proactive in keeping students
and faculty in the loop.
When asked why students have not
been periodically updated on the
progress of the Mather renovations,
President James F. Jones said, "As for

iPlteW* ffljty/kJSaS&ww $ e answer.
Everyone has been moving at such a
pace since anything this major was started that there Just may not have been
time."
Not enough time to type up an email letting students know that there are
delays and the dining hall will soon be
open?
Most students would not mind waiting an extra few days for the dining hall
to open if it means that it will be in pristine condition once it does open. But
being kept in the dark about something
we should all be proud of is wrong. By
all accounts, the renovated dining hall
will be a wonderful addition to Trinity.
That is why the lack of updates is so perplexing.
The dining hall is not the only example of Trinity dropping the ball when it
comes to communication lately. The
Honorable Barry Schaller, a Visiting

Lecturer in Public Policy and Law,
was recently appointed to the
Connecticut
Supreme
Court.
Schaller was sworn in yesterday and
will continue to teach at Trinity. This
is no doubt a significant accomplishment that students and faculty
should be aware of.
Yet one will find no mention of
this on Trinity's homepage. There is a
single line referring to his appointment in the Faculty newsletter and in
his faculty profile. But this is the
kind of news that should be on the
College's homepage under the "News
and Events" heading. People should
know that Judge Schaller teaches at
Trinity and students interested in law
should know that Trinity has a lecturer who has risen to the top of his
field.
On a similar note, President Jones
is giving a State of the College
Address this weekend, but again,
there is no mention of it on Trinity's
homepage, and the only reason the
Tripod found out about the speech
was because a staff member stumbled
across it in the Family Weekend
schedule of events. There is no location listed for the speech.
The Long Walk restoration project has a Web site that is constantly
updated to show the progress being
made on Seabury and Jarvis.
Whenever a dangerous incident on
campus occurs, Campus Safety
always sends out an e-mail to let
everyone know what happened witrl-"
in a few hours. Trinity students
deserve to be updated on these matters and any other ones that they are
affected by on campus.
Let's hope the lack of communication concerning the dining hall is
the last time that happens. Let's hope
that in the future the College finds
the time to keep its students more
informed.
Corrections:
Due to an editing error, Monica
Chang was quoted in the ''Quotations
of Note" section in the September 18
issue of the Tripod. The quote should
have been attributed to Sora Chung.
Due to a reporting error in the
September 11 issue, Lila Claghorn's
name was misspelled in the "Along the
Wrong Walk" feature in the Opinions
section.

Quotations of Note
"I guess I wouid say whether or not history is the king or queen of
the academic disiplines - there are few experiences so rewarding as
to plumb the depths of a historical experience, historical era, or historical personality."
-Professor Jack Chatfield, "Jack Chatfield Remembers Trinity of
Past,"p.17
"I don't like anything about Williams and want nothing more than to
dominate Saturday in every phase of the game."
-Eric McGrath, "Football Opens Season With Shutout Over Colby,"
p.24
"Why would you taser someone over whom you had already had
control of? Not to mention, it's not like there was a shortage of officers. You can hardly see Meyer lying on the ground for all of the
police officers sitting on him."
-Jordyn Sims, "First Amendment Rights Still Endangered Today," p.3
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Letters to the Editor
Dear Editor of the Trinity Tripod,
moment.
For those who do not remember or
Given that racist incidents are comwere not attending Trinity College, last monplace at Trinity I can only confall for a Halloween party a white male clude that the college does not care
student was dressed up in black face. At about African American students. If it
this party he portrayed black males as did it would not allow incident after
oversexed predators by placing a sock incident to occur which makes their
over his penis. No one at the party experience at Trinity more and more
seemed to. think this was either offensive alienating. President Jones, "the
or in bad taste. Pictures were posted on trustees," faculty and students response
Facebook for all to see; it was just anoth- signify their unwillingness to fix the
er Trinity moment.
ongoing negative experience of African
Word soon got out about the pic- American students.
tures. Faculty members were directed to From,
the site and were "shocked." Students William Austin '08
and faculty were up in arms over the blatantly hurtful and disrespectful actions
Dear Editor of the Trinity Tripod,
directed towards African-American stuI wanted to make you and your
dents, staff and faculty. Outrage contin- readers aware of a startling developued and finally culminated in an open ment at Trinity College. You have to
forum where students aired their con- look closely, because if you don't you
cerns regarding the hostile racial climate might miss it, but the face of diversity
at Trinity. The President listened to stu- has changed. In the past we are accusdent's concerns and promised action. tomed to expecting initiatives to
The accused was supposedly disciplined, increase the number of students from
he was asked to attend a diversity week- under represented ethnic backgrounds
end where it was intended he engage in to come from the Admissions Office or
conversation regarding what had hap- indirectly from the Multicultural
pened. Students who attended indicated Affairs or Dean of Students Offices,
that he was completely disinterested and however the new face of diversity at
hardly participated. As for the school, Trinity College has blond hair, blue
like many times before a committee was eyes and wears a visor. Jeff Devanney
formed to address the problem. For the graduated from Trinity College in 1993
first time faculty members (Stefanie and after being hired by the college as
Chambers, Luis Figueroa, Cheryl an assistant coach in 2002 he was
Greenberg) and students were joined by awarded the head coaching job last
trustees to assure that this time the year.'Heading into his second season as
school's response would effect change Trinity's head football coach there are
and show Trinity's disdain for racist atti- many expectations on the field • as it
tudes and behavior. Despite this nothing
has been done. It was just another Trinity
see FOOTBALL on page 6
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Trinity Continues to Fireproof our Lives to Keep Us Safe ...

Intolerance
Prevalent at
Trinity
By DANIELLE PIERSON
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Fireproof Chair

Fireproof Dorm

Fireproof RA

First Amendment Rights Environmental Practices
Still Endangered Today Still Need to be Enforced
should never be threatened.
Perhaps now you will understand why I was torn when
Last time I watching the video of University
checked,
of Florida student Andrew
America was Meyer being tasered at a "town
founded
on meeting" speech by John Kerry.
freedom.
Was I more disturbed by
Perhaps it was Meyer's screams of pain as he
not a truly was tasered, or was I more discomplete freedom - it took a turbed by the fact that I was
while until we established "liber- watching as that one inalienable
ty and justice for all" - in fact right - my pet Bill of Rights
sometimes I wonder if we actual- Amendment - was trampled
ly have that today. It took a upon?
good 100 years before we abolLook, the guy is a reacished slavery. We ran over the tionary. He says things to get a
Native Americans - slaughtered rise out of people. But you
them, infected them, and stole know what, I kind of wonder the
their home. But we have always same thing that he was asking.
claimed to grant,
Why
didn't
at least to our
Kerry
contest
Look, the guy is a reaccitizens, certain
the 2004 electionary. He says things
freedoms, as stattions? After so
ed in the Bill of
many allusions
to get a. rise out of
Rights, ratified in
to fraud, why
people. But you know
1791.
My perdid
he
just
what, I kind of wonder throw in the
sonal
favorite
Amendment
towel and conthe same thing that he
from the Bill of
was asking. Why didn't cede? Well eviRights is the first
dently I will
Kerry contest the 2004
one: "Congress
never
know,
shall make no
since Meyer was
elections?
law respecting an
getting dragged
establishment of religion, or off stage and made a bit too
prohibiting the free exercise much noise between his screams
thereof; or abridging the free- of pain and his screams of outdom of speech, or of the press; rage for Kerry to give a response.
or the right of the people peaceThe irony in this situation
ably to assemble, and to petition abounds. Get on YouTube and
the government for a redress of watch the video yourself. Not
grievances."
only was Kerry calling out over
I don't believe in religious the microphone as police
oppression. I obviously enjoy dragged Meyer away from the
freedom of the press. I love that podium that he would answer
any group of people can gather the question, but Meyer was
together to try to make a differ- handcuffed before the police
ence, just like Friday and tasered him. Why would you
Saturday of last week when the taser someone over whom you
Trinity community protested had already had control? Not to
the unfair treatment of the mention, it's not like there was a
Chartwells employees who work shortage of officers. You can
here. I think we have every hardly see. Meyer lying on the
right to ask the government to ground for all of the police offiaddress our concerns and to fix cers sitting on him. '
their mistakes.
Yes, he resisted arrest. I say
The thing is, all of those good for him. There is absoluterights are summed up in one ly no excuse for what happened
right: freedom of speech. That on September 18 af Kerry's
is the one right that will make speech. Meyer was a guy who
our democracy work. That is
the one right in particular that see UNNECESSARY on page 5
ByJORDYNSIMS
TRIPOD STAFF

By ELISABETH CIANCIOLA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

ble in the proper receptacle.
Frankly, if a recycling bin is not
present next to every trash bin,
I have a bumper sticker on how many people do you think
my car that says "I love the will expend the extra effort to
Connecticut River" and a locate a recycling bin? I find
bumper magnet that says "Clean recyclables in the trash bin next
Energy. Let's Make More." to the recycling bin on the Cave
However, I am not an "irrational Patio every time I look. Likewise,
environmentalist" writing an how many people actually buy
"angry letter to the editor," energy from renewable resources
although I am responding to (which cannot offset emissions
San-Eou
Lan's
article, from cars, they can only prevent
"Environmental
Messages the release of more greenhouse
Shallow and Unpersuasive," in gases into the atmosphere from
the last "issueof the Tripod from burning the fossil fuels that are
my perspective as one of the co- used when we purchase energy
chairs of Green Campus this from non-renewable resources)?
year. While I will concede that Recycling for most people is
progress has been made in our purely a matter of convenience,
society towards being Earth- "Oh, I have to empty the bottle
friendly and shock tactics have before I can recycle it? Forget
been overused to promote the that!"
environmental movement, I
With respect to our demonmust argue that much of this stration last year, the objective
progress are simply available was to show that the inconvenoffers that not nearly enough ience of recycling on campus
people take up.
reduces the likelihood of it
For example, it is hardly the becoming a habit among the stucase that "a trash
dent population.
Frankly, if a recycling
can specifically
There were no
for recyclable,"
implications that
bin is not present
also known as a
the student body
beside every trash bin,
recycling bin, can
is made up of
how many people do
be found "just a
"terrible, horrifew yards from
ble
people."
you think will expend
anyone at any
Everyone needs
the extra effort to
given time" on
reminders. As
the Trinity camlocate a recycling bin?
individuals, peopus.
Green
ple
have a tenI £nd recyclable in the
Campus
just
dency to forget
trash bin next to the
secured the eight
how
their
outdoor
recyrecycling bin on the
actions add up.
cling bins curCave Patio every time I And yes, we did
rently on campus
only make it
look.
last spring, and
through a handthey are not nearful of dorms,
ly enough. Every day on my but there were also only a handwalks from the hub of campus ful of volunteers carrying burstto my room in Doonesbury on ing bagfuls of recyclable from
Vernon Street, I collect water Vernon . Street to Northam
bottles, milk bottles, soda b o t Towers for storage during the
ties, beer cans, and various other wee hours of the morning: from
articles made from number one about 1 a.m. to 5 a.m. Sure,
or two plastic to deposit in the some people did pass by "withone recycling bin I pass on my out even a second glance," but
trek, or in my dorm if I choose plenty of students and faculty
to cut across the soccer field, did take notice.
missing the one bin on the lower
Which is my point in driving
Long Walk. It is obvious to me a car decorated with environmenthat far from "everyone" is
"doing their best" to put recyclasee GREEN on page 5

There is no
real way to end
homophobia
completely,
but can one
make Trinity
as accepting as
other schools for students of all
sexual preferences? The administration and many students are
trying to make a change in the
school, but from the view of a
new student they are going about
it the wrong way.
Trinity's new student orientation attempted to unify the Class
of 2011, but it failed to directly
address the administration's
problems with the non accepting
atmosphere for some students. I
felt at home the first day, but
every day I hear someone say
demeaning things about homosexuals and I feel uncomfortable.
The first day, during the "In the
Dark" performance one speaker
said there is no point in trying to
stop students from saying "that's
gay" or other demeaning words
because no one will stop saying
words like "fag," but this attitude
stops Trinity from being a more
accepting place. The little offensive comments add up making
bigger problems more acceptable. To stop problems from
occurring Trinity students need
to change the campus culture.
No one can deny Trinity has
a problem with usage of the
words "fag" and "gay." It creates
a culture where people comfortably say offensive things. I can
think of at least three people
who profess to discomfort from
living with a potentially homosexual roommate because they
think the roommate plans to
grope them in the middle of the
night. Honestly if your roommate plans to rape you or suck
your toes you have much bigger
problems than their sexual preference. One girl I know offered
to be quoted as saying, "she's
glad I'm not a lesbian." I feel
uncomfortable because I never
have heard people constantly say
offensive things about the GLBT
community. There is just something tacky about saying that's
"so gay" or calling someone a
"fag." There is nothing offensive
about being gay, so people use it
in numerous situations where
they cannot think of better
insults. People say gay as if it is a
bad thing to be, but used correctly is not at all offensive. One
of my high school friends admitted to me while writing this article that she loves being gay and
would not be offended if that is
what you called her.
When I entered high school,
see HOMOPHOBIA on page 5
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Dear Jimmy

President Jones
@®m Answers
Students'
Questions

We [the students] notice
that you eat at the dining
hull just like the rest of us.
We've also noticed that you \
always sit with special guests, !
but never with a group of\
students. Do you ever walk
up to a group of students !
and just join them for
meal? Why don't you?

7 7 ••

One of my two most influential mentors told
me decades ago that one of the best places to interact with students would always be in their major
dining facility. I have therefore tried to eat lunch
every day on campus where the majority of the students eat. I cross paths with scores of students
whom I get a chance to see outside of the regular
venues of the classroom or Raether Library. Most
often at Trinity, the Secretary of the College Scott
Reynolds, '63, accompanies me to Mather, as he
has for the past three years. Occasionally, other
members of the senior administration will join me
as well. And when we have visitors to Trinity,
instead of taking them to some secluded, formal
location such as some schools have in a private
dining area, we always take them to lunch. That
way, there is no difference in what I have for lunch
with some visitor to the College and what the students are eating.
Important lessons, I think. During my first
month as a college president, back in Michigan in
1996, I happened to go to the student dining hall
one Saturday morning for breakfast, without any
forewarning. I noticed that the fruit set out for
the students looked particularly old, including
some really brown bananas. I asked for a large trash
can and the help of one of the startled kitchen
staff. We dumped the fruit set out for the students
into the trash, and when he asked what he should
do, I simply told him to call the food service manager and to tell the lady in charge that we were not
going to serve the students fruit like that.
I never had to do anything this rash again. The
food service improved overnight.
When in the dining hall, we always eat at tables
with the students, and as any number of students
can attest, our doing so allows us to have any number of conversations. Just today, I was lucky
enough to have lunch with Anthony Riley, a senior. He and I had the chance to talk about his
post-graduate dreams. He met a number of other
students whom he did not know, especially those
from this past summer's Quest Leadership
Program who stopped by for a chat.
Food has always been the focus of the most
important communions. Think of holiday meals
with your families, for one simple example. Eating
in the dining facility is something I always encourage younger presidents to consider doing on a consistent basis when asked for advice on ways to
interact with one's student body as president of a
college or a university.
As Chartwells now is to open what should be
one of the premier collegiate dining facilities in
this part of the U.S., I will wait to try out the new
site with all of you. And several students asked me
just today when we could have lunch. And we will.

Please send any questions for President
Jones to tripod@trincoll.edu

Lack of Common Courtesy Not
Opinions a So Common on Campus
Possibility
ByYUWEIXIE
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

I guess the
saying "Early
to bed and
early
to rise
How
to
makes a man
write an opinhealthy,
ionated article,
wealthy, and
when nothing
wise" is total
seems to be
new. Carole nonsense to most college stuKing
sang, dents who are so accustomed to
"One
more late night socializing. Yet
song about moving along the believe it or not, there are some
highway. Can't say much of any- geeks out there who do wish to
thing that's new." This rings strik- go to bed before 12 a.m. every
ingly clear. Asked to write an arti- night, and I, unfortunately, am
cle for Opinions this week, I one of them.
asked San-Eou (Sanyo, to those in
I remember the first few
the know) and Mike, "about nights in Funston when I got a
what?"
Their
response? taste of the late night life of col"Whatever you feel like." Easier lege students. I tried to sleep at
said than done, boys.
11 p.m. one night yet ended up
Proudly (hopefully modestly) staying up till two as the noise
calling myself a writer, I've taken was pouring into my room from
it for granted, in the past, that I'd both outside the door and winhave something to say. Without a dow. The wall turned out not to
subject, what is there to say? Am be soundproof, and I could
I unhappy with the administra- clearly hear people talking, runtion? Not particularly. Do I feel ning, banging the door, or simsafe on campus? Enough (knocks ply enjoying the pleasure of
on wood). Do I know enough yelling in the hallway. The next
about politics to speak intelligently about them? Hardly.
Abortion? Hey, I'm a man, who
am I to tell a woman what to do?
Do I support Hillary, Barack, or
one of the Republicans? 13
months, guy& 13 months.
By HALEY KIMMET
All ttie obvious 'choiees»
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
exhausted, and trying to stem
away from any type of pop culI write this
ture rant (apologies to all
article not in
Opinions readers from last semesan effort to
ter), what seems to be left is my
bring about
personal frustration at not caring
more negative
enough about the goings on. At
publicity for
school, my interests lie primarily
Trinity,
but
in the classroom, with my family
because
I
and friends, and extracurriculars, hope to facilitate in making
which consist primarily of, at this Trinity a stronger and more cohepoint, this fine publication. sive environment.
I firmly
These are the things which affect believe accessibility is an issue
my everyday life.
that should demand greater attenWhile it is true that I am tion on campus. Accessibility
capable of getting into heated dis- refers to the design of facilities
cussions in classes about whether and landscapes in such a way that
Huckleberry Finn is a racist all individuals, regardless of disbook, or whether Aeneas is a ability, can fully participate in
legitimate or a pathetic hero, I and enjoy a particular venue. Not
chalk this up to a yen for learn- surprisingly, most individuals
ing and for causing minor contro- who have never had a disability
versy, if only for a 50-minute class or dealt with a close friend or relperiod, among my classmates. I ative with a disability are oblivicouldn't go on for 50 minutes ous to the numerous obstacles
about why security cameras on virtually any setting can present
campus are a bad idea, because I for individuals with disabilities.
know it would amount to little.
Until recently, I had trouble grabMany people suggest writing bing the concept of the chalan opinion about Chartwells, and lenges individuals with physical
why Zona Mexicana is awful, or disabilities face because I had prewhy the changes are messing up viously assumed that my own
the staffing, but again, it seems experience with hearing loss autofutile. It isn't that I don't care matically provided me with
about the state of our Dining insights on the difficulties preHalls, but I can find few people sented by any disability. My
who think that Chartwells is assumptions were rapidly overdoing a great job, so what is the turned when I befriended several
point of writing about the opin- individuals with physical disabiliion of the masses? The biggest ties. I realized that plans with my
issue I have with Chartwells is friends were not dictated by what
that I see football players being we wanted to dp, but by whether
served at their tables in the or not we could even get into
makeshift Mather and then I see where .we wanted to go.
the Mather Manager offering the Suddenly, our options were starkly limited, and this upset me
greatly.
see NOT on page 6
By JAMES KUKSTTS
TRIPOD STAFF

morning I woke up at 8:50 with
a Spanish class at nine. Yet that's
not even the worst part. I was
woken up one night at 3:45 in
the morning by a group of
unknown happy people who
obviously just came back to the
dorm and were generous enough
to share the happiness with
everyone else by making pleasant noise in the hall. So I spent
the next enjoyable hour staring
at the ceiling before I was able
to fall back to sleep,
Yet I have to admit that I am
much, much luckier than a lot
of other kids in other dorms, say
North. I was first shocked to
learn from a friend that he was
woken up at 3 a.m. by someone
punching on his door and I later
began to realize that this happens on a regular basis. It is fun
to wake others up at weird hours
after all (which I once accidentally did to my R.A. Sorry
again).
So I began to doubt the credibility of that saying about going
to bed early and tried to practice not sleeping till past midLATE on page 6

Buildings Require Access
For Students of all Types
Over this next year, Trinity
has an

positively impact the campus
with renovations on the Jarvis
and Seabury portions of the
Long Walk. The project has been
touted as a once in a century renovation that will be a treasure for
all who traverse the Trinity campus. With a current price tag of
$32.9 million, the project has
encountered
circumstances
requiring more funds than the
original $25 million projection.
Understandably, such a largescale project requires a substantial amount of Rinding and planning in order to restore the building to its original integrity while
also incorporating today's modern amenities.
When I first heard of the
Long Walk project and its scope,
I immediately saw a means by
which Jarvis and Seabury could
finally be made accessible, so that
Trinity's "treasure" could fully be
embraced by all. Since its erection in 1878, Jarvis and Seabury
have remained completely inaccessible for 129 years. Because of
the historical integrity of the
Long Walk, modern standards
and regulations for accessibility
had never been legally required to
the extent that they are in most
other facilities. Today, Hartford
has a requirement that 20 percent
of the costs associated with conducting major renovations (as
well as constructing any new
structures or additions) must be
allocated for handicap accessibility. With over $6.5 million of the
Long Walk budget required for
implementation of handicap
accessibility, you can imagine my
see RENOVATION on page 6
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Unnecessary Force Used Green Messages Meant to Encourage
During Kerry's Speech
continued from page 3

Connecticut River" and "let's
make more clean energy," not
tal bumper stickers on it. These "you pollute the Connecticut
continued from page 3
tion people in power or even stickers are a message to every- River" and "you use nasty fossil
the opinions and actions of our one who ever drives behind me: fuels." The idea behind environliked to stir up trouble. Read people as a whole. But it sure as they are thought-provoking. mental bumper stickers is to
his online blog - he's not some- hell shouldn't be hard because How often do you think about plant a seed and help the moveone who's just cracking jokes of a fear of being tasered by the how your actions affect your ment grow. It is necessary that
about George Bush's IQ^ But I people who are supposed to be watershed (do you even know businesses and individuals comdon't care if he's cracking jokes protecting us.
what a watershed is)? How often pete to become greener, because
or if he's suggesting that we
Another aspect of this is the do you think about where the they operate in economic and
overthrow the government and use of tasers on college campus- energy you use
social systems in
let my friend's pet fish take over. es. Last year at UCLA, a stu- comes from and
I want all of you to
which competiHe still has every right to say dent was tasered for not having how that affects
tion is a driving
stand by my side on
whatever he wants to say.
force.
If it is so
the
natural
his ID card with him at the
this issue, not to look
"hard to be antiIt is that right and it is peo- school's library. Seriously? He w o r l d ?
out upon me and con- environment,"
ple who stand up and ask the didn't have his ID card. I can't Remember, these
how can somehard questions who make our help but think about how many messages are also
gratulate me on what I
one put down
form of government work. Do times I've lost my ID card. Or a reminder to me
do. The action should
green competiyou think it was easy for protest- just forgotten it on my way out as the driver of
not be all on my part
tion? It poses no
ers of slavery to stand up and the door. How does that merit my car to think
harm and has
express their opinions? Do you being tasered? Now back to the about how my
or only because of
significant benethink it was easy for the first John Kerry speech. Why did the actions impact
what I and other envifits.
Republican senator to stand up police need to taser Meyer if he the environment.
ronmentalists are
and say that his party's adminis- was already handcuffed and if I am
It is also
deeply
tration screwed up in Iraq? they had four officers with him? offended and bafironic that some
doing.
There is nothing easy about free Yes he resisted. But by the time fled by the idea
people are infuspeech, but it is the one thing they tasered him, he wasn't a that anyone could compare envi- riated by environmental bumper
that holds this country together. threat anymore, they just wanted ronmental activism to "a prosti- stickers, because they think that
It's a check and balance system to shut him up.
tute strutting his or her stuff." I they represent the pride of envijust as much as our three
Look, I don't want to sound worked hard to earn the money ronmentalists and their demand
branches of government. It's like Hyde from "That 70s to buy my car, and I am going to for recognition. People who are
the American people's means to Show," but at times like this I exercise my freedom to express not trying their best want to get
make sure that this country is can't help but wonder - is the my beliefs on my property as a "thumbs up" for what little
running the way it's supposed to man out to get us? I know that anyone would for any other they have done, which I will
run. Free speech isn't easy: it's this article is angry and full of cause.
keep in mind for our events this
never easy to stand up and ques- outrage. But it should be.
year,
but I don't "want a cookie
Furthermore, these bumper
for
it;"
the only recognition I
stickers send a message of peace
would
ever
like is to see someone
and unity: "I love
the

Homophobia at Trinity
Apparent to Newcomers

the experience. I know there were
open discussions about racism
on the first day we were told after some incidents of hate last
nobody says "that's so gay," and year, but that type of discussion
so by the end of freshman year should not end abruptly.
nobody said it. This sounds tiny, Entering Trinity we come from
but it makes the campus more different places and have differppen to other types of people ent ideas of what is right and
and does not give one person the wrong, but while here we seek to
belief that bigotry is acceptable. become the person beyond our
My high school allowed an open parents' realm. Not all Trinitystudents mean to
gay-straight
make
others
When I entered high
alliance just a few
uncomfortable
years before I
school we were told
by saying derogastarted
going
nobody says "that's so
tory comments,
there,
but
such as "you are
gay," and so by the
because people
a fag," but not
had
changed
end of freshman year
discussing
the
their speech and
nobody said it This
problem
with
attitudes,
the
saying
these
sounds tiny, but it
school
could
things
prevents
openly discuss its
makes the campus
anyone
from
policy for catchmore open to other
knowing how it
ing lesbian stumay make others
types of people and
dents in sexual
feel. Writing this
acts
without
does not give one perarticle I do not
coming out to
son the belief that big- mean to target
the kid's parents;
anyone, but to
otry is acceptable.
a sticky situation
make
everyone
only afforded at
see
that
combating
the
problems
an accepting all girls boarding
with homophobia at Trinity canschool.
The first few days here, I not be achieved without speakheard whispers of hateful inci- ing up.
Readers might wonder what I
dents involving racism and
am
doing to change Trinity's culhomophobia in years past at
Trinity, but no one would say ture. For one I do not say things
what happened. The trouble with like "that's so gay," but other
Trinity is no one discusses the than that nothing. That is the
problems openly. It seems the importance of writing this artischool does not want the Glass cle. I never say anything when
of 2011 to discriminate against people say demeaning things, but
different types of people, but let- I should say something. Others
ting our class know what is not should say something because it
okay can change the way we is only when the whole campus
interact with each other. We so seeks to end Trinity's homophooften seek to punish a perpetra- bic tendencies that the school
tor of hate without learning from will change.

proactively make an environmentally-friendly decision because of
the message I portray, or hear a
"thank you for informing me."
But I will persist without that. I
want all of you to stand by my
side on this issue, not to look
out upon me and congratulate
me on what I do. The action
should not be all on my part or
only because of what I and other
environmentalists are doing. For
instance, I hope that one day
you all will instinctively reach for
a sponge or a rag when you spill
soda on the floor and spare the
one million trees Bounty, Scott,
or Kleenex would kill to make
enough 250-count packages of
virgin paper napkins for each
U.S. household.
Those who have calculated
their carbon footprints know
that just about all of us are consuming the Earth's natural
resources at levels well above the
per capita availability rates, so
unless we are all in on this 100
percent, it will not be effective.
Thus the publicity is a must for
environmentalism until every
new human generation is naturally green. It is not enough for
me that I am trying to do the
right thing for our campus: I
expect that everyone in our community will hear out the advice
of his or her peers, and try to do
the right thing, as well.

Along the Wrong Walk

continued from page 3

Has the SGA Done Anything for You?
"For my first two years here as a student, I thought
that SGA stood for Straight Gay Association. At least
that was what it stood for at my school."
Rudy Kwack
CLASS OF 2009

"No. Just no."
Thu Danh and Julia
Pitassy
CLASS OF 2008

"Even though I've heard about SGA doing great
things for the community, I feel like they haven't
helped me personally."
Yuk Shan Li
CLASS OF 2009

• ',*•

"Although in the past SGA's help was minimal I ' ~ W ^ ' M ' s g ^ ? ™
expect great things from Dom Pedro's administra- ^ t/,y \ *\fw$r\ *'r *
t i o n " ' , ^ ,/#'<#*Hfc
Christian Montoya Parra
CLASS OF 2009
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Renovation Fail? to Bring Football Leads in Diversifying Campus
New Handicapped Access
continued from page 2

continued from page 4
surprise when I discovered that
Jarvis would remain completely
inaccessible at the completion of
the Long "Walk project.
Because Seabury is home to
many professors' offices and a
huge portion of the campus'
classes, the building is bound to
the standards outlined in Section
504 of the Rehabilitation Act of
1973. Section 504 states that any
institution receiving federal funds
must make the services of their
institution available in such a way
that all individuals, regardless of
disability, are able to gain access
to the benefits of those services.
As a result, Seabury has incorporated standards of accessibility
that will include two elevators as
well as an alternate ramp
entrance.
However, because
there are other accessible venues
for housing on campus, Jarvis has
not been held to the same standards as Seabury.
My real source of frustration
begins when I look at how poorly the school administration has
conveyed specific details of the
Long Walk project to the school
population and the general public. Current Trinity students, the
ultimate beneficiaries of this project, have an extremely limited
knowledge of what is actually taking place with the project.
documentary available on the
Trinity Web site, I was immediately thrown off with the mention
that elevators had been installed
in Seabury to make the Long
Walk accessible to all individuals.
What the school administration
has done, and quite effectively, is

The

focus so intently on the accessibility features in Seabury that the
lack of accessibility in Jarvis has
gone entirely unnoticed.
To
make a statement that the Long
Walk will be completely accessible implies that both Jarvis and
Seabury will be accessible.
Several months ago, I began
making inquiries on the architectural details of the project
because I wanted a better understanding of the changes that were
being made. I felt this was not a
huge request considering building plans and permits for projects
of this type are considered public
information. I have yet to receive
information from the school that
answers my questions. Not a
problem because the answers I
needed came from the Licenses
and Inspections Division of
Hartford instead. There, I was
able to obtain information on
every aspect of the plans from
the types of toilet paper roll holders that will be used to issues of
accessibility in both Jarvis and
Seabury. Not only will Jarvis be
a location for new dorms, it will
also hold student club offices,
student vending/game rooms,
and student lounges. Even so,
Jarvis has no elevators, ramps, or
any other means of accessibility.
I firmly believe that this renovation will deny individuals with
physical disabilities from more
than, just a dorm loom in Jarvis.
It will deny individuals with physical disabilities the opportunity
to fully partake in what has been
deemed the crux of Trinity campus life. Trinity should do what
is right, not just what is minimally required. Jarvis needs to be
made accessible.

Tripod Mini-Feed
On a scale of owning every
season of "Scrubs" on DVD
except Season 4 to
falling down the stairs*
*with Zach Braff being a 10
and MF's calamitous nature a 1

New Mather... soon...ish?: 1
Ok, not going to lie, MF is not pleased with the
whole "New Mather" business. Not only are MF's
favorite Chartwells employees threatened by

changes in scheduling, but Mathington is getting
old. Seriously, MF just wants to find out if the new
food sucks any less and for Chartwells to magically
rediscover the hours that they are taking from their
workers. Is that so much to ask?

Family Weekend Approaches: 8
MF is a dork. She loves her parents and kind of

misses them teasing each other and her. How
can one resist laughing when one's mother tells
one's father that she could have done the 30 mile
bike ride he did that morning on a tricycle and
have beaten him? Plus, parents - real food for
free. Freshies, make sure you get your parents to
take you out to dinner. The real food is so good.
It's hard to go back to the delicious Trinity fare,
but in the long run, your body will thank you for
the actual nutrition.

relates to the team's performance,
but for me his achievements off
the field are what deserve special
recognition. For the second
straight year Jeff has successfully
recruited and enrolled more
minority, particularly black and
latino, football players than in the
history of our great institution. I
would venture to guess Trinity's
football team has more minority
athletes on its roster than all of
the other football teams in the
NESCAC combined. I can't say
that definitively, but based on
what I see at the football games I
can attest I feel pretty confident
about that statement. The 19
minority students on the football
team, which is 25 percent of the
team is a great accomplishment
and something we can all be
proud of. But does Jeff and the
rest of the football team go
around bragging about their great
accomplishments,
demanding
that someone stand up and take
notice? Of course not. They do
what football players and coaches
do best, go about the business of
preparing to compete in the greatest form of athletic competition

there is; quietly minding their college's fundraising efforts. In
business and making the school a addition to the advancements the
better place. This is a bold state- football team has made in increasment I know, but than again this ing diversity at the college, there
whole letter is a bold statement. are also mandatory proctored
Since way before I enrolled and study sessions held four nights a
graduated from Trinity, retention week for all first year students and
of minority students, particularly any students on academic probablack and latino males, has been a tion. The team has two dedicated
major problem at the college. faculty advisors, Diane Zannoni
Because of Coach Devanney's and Cindy Butos, who tutor the
efforts and Coach Priore before players, help them select classes,
him, Trinity's most at risk popula- advise them in locating the approtion has a better chance of gradu- priate college resources and proating now than ever before. One vide a nurturing form of guidance
of the programs Coach Devanney that the coaches can not. In short
implemented is an annual advis- Trinity's football team is doing a
ing dinner that features a conver- lot more than just winning footsation between the minority stu- ball games, and they do a lot of
dents on the football team and a that. The football team is ensursmall number of minority alumni. ing that all of its players work
The purpose of the conversation hard, remain focused, and
is to give the students a chance to become leaders. The next time
air some of their grievances, ask you want to have a conversation
questions and make new contacts. with someone about the inroads
It was my special pleasure to par- Trinity is making in the areas of
ticipate in this year's event and I diversity or student support, after
found it very gratifying. The din- you leave the Dean's office and
ner not only aids the students on before you head over to Campus
the team, but it also serves to con- Life or students services you
nect the alumni with the college might just consider stopping by
in a new and meaningful way, the football office; there is a lot
which anyone in the development more there than meets the eye.
Charles Botts, III '01 MA '06
office will tell you, benefits the

Not All Issues Worth Writing About
continued from page 4

same players fresh ground pepper.
I could complain about the
special treatment of certain
groups of pseudo-intellectuals on
campus, but that, like the football players in the last paragraph,
would probably seem like jealousy. And who wants to be seen
as resentful or jealous? Not I.
Maybe I do care about these
issues, maybe I have minimal
opinions. The question, in my
mind at least, is do I let my feelings on these seemingly unimportant things affect the way I do
things every day? Clearly, because

I just called them unimportant, I
try not to. Am I going to stop
eating at the Cave because there
is far less edible food available
there? No way, I've got to eat. I
would rather be called apai
than labeled a hypocrite. Neither
of these terms is particularly
applicable to anyone, in my eyes,
as our judgment of anyone is
always subject to perspective.
Since writing the first draft of
this article, something that I do
care about happened. My
Macbook's hard drive failed, and
I lost all of my files. With nothing backed up, my work from
high school, college, and all of
my music and pictures are never

to be seerTagain. I think I died a
little inside. The icing on the cake
had to have been the "comfort" I
received from the "Mac Genius"
at Westfarms. When he came out
,d
probably centered around my
eyes,) he said something along
the lines of "Hey, at least your
mother didn't die!" Genius,
maybe, smart, possibly not.
Moral of the story? Back up your
files, and don't take the Geniuses
at the Apple Store too seriously.
Oh, and buy extended warranties.
Now, if you'll excuse me, I
think the Sox are still fighting for
first place. Damn Yankees.

Late Night Noise a Pain for Students
continued from page 4
night. But unfortunately coffee
couldn't sustain me for long
during the daytime and this malfunction would soon be written
all over my face. Even now,
when I am typing these words, I
feel dizzy. Still, I am by no
means the only one who couldn't afford to burn the midnight
oil. You will never fail to find
weary faces, stumbling steps,
dreamy expressions, red eyes,
and of course, large cups of coffee in the morning at Mather
hall, and breakfast, therefore, is
to be gobbled rather than
enjoyed. Huge yawns always
accompany morning classes and
our long-suffering early class
professors always have a hard
time trying to keep the whole
class awake, still less to interact.
And guess who gets the most
information about what happens at residential halls at night?
The janitors. From the garbage
bin in the dorm, they'll literally
find everything from tons of
bottles to a million glass sprinkles from a broken window and

that stuff, no doubt, adds to the ourselves, why should we care
pleasure of the work.
about others? And just think
But who cares? College stu- about what unimaginable disasdents should be carefree, should- ters would happen if people do
n't they? Quiet
care. We would
hours? What the
lose tons of fun
So, what we should do
heck is that? 12
by being relativeis keep the trend going ly quiet for a few
at night? The fun
hasn't even starthours on weekon since humans are
ed. Fire alarm?
day nights. We
born nocturnal, aren't
That's just anothwould be so
they? And you know
er entertainment
unbelievably
in the hallway.
sober in early
what, let's turn Trinity
L i b r a r y ?
class that we
into a night school
Sometimes when
would actually
you get bored of
since we stay up so late do well in tests
the dorm, it's a
and start to look
anyway.
great place with
nerdy!
And
comfortable couches to hang worst of all, we would pass by
out and chat the time away. our lives with some common
(People are studying there? I courtesy towards others. So what
never knew that
before!) we should do is to keep the
Grassland, short cut to your des- trend going on since human
tination. (By the way, what's the beings are born nocturnal, aren't
use of that stone path beside it?) they? And you know what, let's
Tipi? We tear it apart and dump turn Trinity into a night school
it on the floor for fiin. And back since the majority stays up late
to the dorm, why should we care and we might just ignore the rest
so much for it since RAs are full- who wish to sleep because we
time workers who have nothing don't care! Maybe more students
else to do? Seriously, who cares? will show up to class. Sleepless
I mean we don't even care about in Trinity!
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Study Proves Test Scores Students Support
Increase Property Values
continued Bom page 1

in itself is the largest problem [...]
evolved into a two-year study.
Basically, we're trying to set a
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
The project sought to under- tone with this rally and all followstand the relationship between ing rallies that the students stand
Last semester, a study pre- test scores of public schools with the workers."
sented
to
the
American and home prices in West
Matt Milner '09 echoed this
Educational
Research Hartford. Associate Professor sentiment by saying, "For all the
Association displayed the rela- and Director of the Educational Chartwells workers do for us, this
tionship between public school Studies Program, Dr. Jack is the least we can do to give back
test scores and the value of prop- Dougherty, explained the ques- to them. By the end of the day
erty. Jeffrey Harrelson, Michael tion: "How much more did it's precisely in causes like these
Snow, Laura Maloney, Russell homebuyers pay to move into that we have the chance to really
Smith, and Drew Murphy, all of the higher-scoring school zone?" make a difference."
the Class of 2007, began work Dougherty and Professor of
Saturday's rally was consideron the project during the fall of Economics Diane Zannoni ably smaller, but no less heartfelt
2005, but quickly realized there worked as mentors to the stu- than the previous day's. VOID
was more to pursue. What was
student activists set up a table
meant to take one semester
with a petition outlining the conflict. The petition's closing statement reads: "We will continue to
stand with the workers until they
have been treated with the dignity and respect they deserve."
Many
students
walking
through the Cave Patio had not
been aware of the issue before
having it called to their attention.
Murphy led the brief demonstration on Saturday too, and told
onlookers, "This is less of a rally
and more of a reminder." The
rally was successful in that many
students stopped to discuss the
situation faced by the workers.
West Hartford homes can be connected to the city's stellar education system. i Will Raymund '10 commented,
By REBECCA BROWN

Is Employees

"It's selfish to [say] I want the port of the Chartwells employees
'New Mather' at the expense of and encourage a friendly and fair
these workers."
solution to the dispute."
Issac Weiner '11 reflected,
By Saturday's rally, manage"These people work for us, and ment had responded to pressure
we need to be able to know by agreeing to' delay the new
they're being treated responsibly." schedule from taking effect until
These sentiments were echoed by a week after the opening of the
many students who signed the "New Mather." During this time,
petition. In a
negotiations will
statement issued
"For all the Chartwells occur between
by VOID to the
workers
and
workers do for us, this m a n a g e m e n t .
S t u d e n t
is the least we can do
Government
Chartwells
Association, the
General
manager
to give back to
fact that many of
Ed Taraskewich
them. By the end of
the
employees
declined
any
the day it's precisely in comment on the
had families to
feed was highcauses like these that worker's grievlighted, and this
ances outside of,
we have the chance
factor seemed to
"We're following
motivate many of
to really make a
our contract. We
the students who
have
a lot of
difference."
participated in
respect for the
Saturday's event.
contract."
After less than an
Taraskewich did
-Matt Milner W
hour of tabling,
allow a Tripod
over 100 signatures had been col- writer to take a look at the facililected to show support of the ty. The layout is completely
Chartwells workers. In their meet- changed, and it is clear that the
ing on Sept. 23, the SGA signed a previous work rotation will not
resolution saying that the SGA be transferable. Changes will
"recognizes the grievances of the need to be made. In the coming
Chartwells' employees in the weeks the question will be how
instance of the current labor they are carried out and how
hours dispute," and that, "Be it both students and workers
enacted, the SGA is in full sup- respond.

Trinfo Cafe Community BafBecue Unites Trinity and Hartford
By KRYSTAL L RAMIREZ
TRIPOD STAFF
Trinfo Cafe, which provides a
direct link from Trinity to the
Hartford community, sponsored
a barbecue promoting this connection last Saturday. "This cookout represents an opportunity to
bring together Hartford residents
and Trinity students to enjoy time
with one another while learning
about the programming and
engagement opportunities available at Trinfo," said Director of
Trinfo Cafe Carlos Espinosa.
The Trinfo Cafe is "a space
created with the aim to host a
friendly location in the neighborhood where local residents, community-based
organizations,
churches, and merchants can
work together on technologyrelated issues and make better use
of information technology,"
according to its Web site.
Victor Castillo '08, a veteran.
staffer at Trinfo Cafe, came up
with the idea for the gathering.
Espinosa said, "Victor came up
with the idea after completing
another summer working with the
Hartford community and recognizing there is a great deal of work
before us to improve Trinity's relationship with the community."
Other student organizations,
including
Bridge,
TCBWO
(Trinity Coalition of Black
Women Organization), Imani,
ConnPIRG, Stop the Raids, the
Anti-War. Coalition, Amnesty
International, La Voz Latina,
Residential Assistants and PRIDE

(Providing Respect for Inclusive
Diversity in Education) leaders
were also in attendance. "What
many fail to notice is that many
of the campus prominent student
organizers and activists are former
or current Trinfo employees," Zee
Santiago '09 said.
Santiago himself taught classes
at Trinfo his freshman year.
"Trinfo has been a monumental
but undervalued resource that has
serviced residents of Hartford for
years," he said. "It was [there]
where I was first introduced to
the Hartford community. Many
of the connections I made at
Trinfo were vital to the organizing
of the Trinity International HipHop Festival. The purpose of [the
cookout was] to reach out to the
community and really draw in students who are not familiar with
Trinfo and the Hartford coinmumty.
Andrew Pedro '08, President
of the Student Government
Association, also stopped by the
barbecue, hoping to foster support for similar events in the
future. "It is essential for Trinity
to reach out to the community
and Trinfo Cafe is an example of
how our school can do that. In
truth, we really need to see more
of that," he said.
As a leader of a student organization on campus, Santiago
praised Pedro's efforts in trying to
improve Trinity-Hartford relations. "Andrew Pedro has done an
exceeded effort to reach out to
the cultural organizations to keep
a hand on the pulse of campus

event had a very positive outlook
climate issues," he said.
Castillo also brought up the and was motivated to accomplish
educational advantages of the their mission of unity. "Existing
cookout for both Hartford locals opportunities to foster positive
and for Trinity students. "[The] interactions are few and so the
goal and purpose in planning this cookout [was] an attempt to crecommunity cookout [was] to give ate a space where Hartford resistudent organizations a chance to dents, cultural organizations,
meet, greet, and hang with resi- urban and global student groups,
dents from the community while and first year students [could]
at the same time informing resi- learn about Trinfo Cafe, its prodents of the student-run organiza- grams, and the role it plays in
bridging these two worlds,"
tions on Trinity's campus."
Other benefits of the cookout Espinosa said.
and student participation were
The idea of Trinfo Cafe as a
evident. "If it weren't for the work "bridge" between the Hartford
done by the directors of Trinfo community and Trinity was a
and the intensive work done by common
theme
prevalent
their student workers, Trinity's throughout the cookout. "Trinfo
global-urban initiative would not was picked because it is one of the
be successful," Santiago said.
key bridges which link our school
Everyone involved in the to the Hartford community,"

Germaine Greene '08, co-chair of
MOCA
(Men
of
Color
Association), said. "The point of
this is to bring the two together.
[The] key is helping to better
build a relationship between
organizations on campus and the
community in which this school
sits upon."
As a student that was not affiliated with any of the sponsors or
organizations present, Peter
Kempson '10 enjoyed the experience. "The food was tasty and the
atmosphere was very fun and
energetic," Kempson said. "It was
really nice to walk outside the
gates and actually do something
together with the Hartford community, which is an opportunity
sometimes hard to find around
Trinity proper."

E. G. Caner
The Trinfo.Cafi, located at Broad Street and Vernon Street, offers computer services to the surrounding neighborhood.
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Chartwells Explains Problems In Schaller Passionate About Law,
Dining Hall Renovation Project Also Dedicated Trinity Professor
continued from page 1
TJ. Barber.
The dining facility had been slated to
open on Sept. 20 (see "Chartwells Excited
About Changes in Dining Hall" in the Sept.
11 issue of the Tripod). Last Thursday, the
original project completion date, the dining
hall received a Temporary Certificate of
Occupancy, which allowed the staff to legally begin preparing for the opening.
Director of Facilities Sally Katz explained
what exactly happened last week. "From the
beginning of the project, the date to get a
Temporary Certificate of Occupancy (TCO)
from the City of Hartford was slated for
Sept. 20. We in fact got [the TCO] this
evening [Sept. 20] so technically the project
is on schedule," she explained. "The great
news is that with the construction complete
the space can legally be occupied by the stafT
to prepare for opening."
Katz noted that there was some confusion regarding the project completion date
between construction people and non-construction people involved in the renovations.
"The construction people saw the 20th as a
TCO date and as a time to turn the space
back over to Trinity and Chartwells to use.
The non-construction people interpreted the
20th as the project completion date [and]
not the construction completion date," said
Katz. "It sounds minor but there is a difference and it's very easy to see how confusion
can happen."
President James R Jones is excited about
the new dining, hall. "These delays are almost
always part of any significant building project," said President Jones. "I am amazed that
this has gone so v?elL"
.
> ,,„„ lfA ^
Barber said that Chartweils is "expected to

shift operations from the Washington Room
to Mather Main Dining Hall while operating
both facilities this week.
"I am thankful that the students have
been patient with the project and I am excited for the campus to be able to have a facility with the capabilities the new Main
Dining Hall will have," Barber said. "A few
more days of waiting may be a nuisance, but
I assure you that it will be well worth the
wait." President Jones shared Barber's
thoughts. "None of you will believe the site,"
he said. "Their aim is to make Trinity's dining facility [...] the premier collegiate dining
facility in this part of the U.S., and I think
they are going to pull it off."
Despite the enthusiasm from administrators, some students are excited about the
new dining hall, but are growing frustrated
with the entire dining process and wish the
College had kept them more informed. "I
don't so much miss Mather as I strongly dislike the food, atmosphere, and logistics of
the Washington room," said Erica Smith '08.
"I'm getting tired of the Bistro and Cave
options, and it's hard to anticipate Mather
opening when the opening day is so uncertain."
Summer Cannon '08 agreed. "I was
under the impression that Mather was opening on September 20 and I never received
any e-mails or notices and yet, it's still not
open," she said. "To be honest I am a little
annoyed [that] no one tells the students anything."
When asked why students have not been
updated, President Jones said, "I really do
not know the answer. Everyone has been
moving at such a pace since anything this
that there just may not
^_
"nave been time."

ence as an Associate Justice will make his
courses even richer."
Schaller actually encourages his students
lecturer in the Graduate Liberal Studies program at Wesleyan University. "I have had a to visit the court where he sits. "I tell them
wonderful experience teaching at Trinity," to come hear arguments and meet people,"
Schaller said. "It is fascinating to be able to he said. Clearly, Schaller has mastered the art
teach undergraduates and they are all very of balancing both teaching and serving on
the highest court in the state. "It can be very
happy for me."
busy,"
the new Supreme Court Justice said,
Schaller's colleagues, too, are supportive.
"Judge Schaller's intelligence and profound "but I manage. Also, I've actually just been
putting the final touches on
ethical grounding will proa book I just finished that
vide a welcome addition to
"Judge Schaller's intelli- will be published in
a court whose culture is
November of next year."
gence and profound
changing under the leaderHis latest work, titled
ship of newly-appointed
ethical grounding will
Understanding
Bioethics
Chief Justice Chase T.
provide a welcome
and
the
Law:
The
Promises
Rogers," Visiting Lecturer in
addition to a court
and Perils of the Brave New
Public Policy and Law
World of
Biotechnology
Professor
Russell
whose culture is changwill actually be his second
Brenneman said.
ing under the leadership
published book. The first, A
Visiting
Assistant
of newly-appoin ted
Vision of American Law:
Professor
of
Political
Judging
Law, Literature, and
Science and Public Policy in
Chief Justice Chase T.
the Stories We Tell, was
the
Graduate
Studies
Rogers."
published in 1997, with a
Program Michael Fotos
paperback edition out in
shared the sentiment. "As a
2001.
colleague, Judge Schaller is
-Visiting Lecturer
personally gracious and
Schaller not only shows
Russell Brenneman
held in high regard by those
an obvious passion for
who know him," he said. "I
teaching and education, but
can't think of a better person to represent also enjoys and is excited by the legal
the people of the State on its highest court." process, especially the lines of reasoning and
Adjunct Professor of Public Policy contentions and claims made by attorneys.
Edward Cabot agreed. "In naming Barry to "I really enjoy hearing oral arguments," he
our highest state court the governor has rec- said. "I like interacting with lawyers and askognized his lifetime of achievement and serv- ing questions that will ultimately be helpful
ice," Cabot said. "Trinity students have been in making my decision."
very lucky to have the opportunity to study
Despite his demanding schedule as a
with someone who has been so deeply Justice, Schaller plans to continue teaching at
engaged in the law, and I often hear high Trinity. "As long a s X a m a b l e to, I plan to
praise of him from students. Barry's experi- teach into th'e"ifti
continued from page 1

Can it be rape if he's your boyfriend?
DM you know:
-1 in 5 women on college campuses are sexually assaulted.

We Offer:
•A 24 hour bilingual hotline

•84% of sexual assaults on college campuses are by acquaintances.

• S h o r t t e r m Counseling

-Only 5% of college assaults arereported.

•Police, court, and hospital
accompaniments

Statistics gathered from SexualVictimization of College l$?men, Dept, eQfQUP S e s s i o n s
of Justice. And, California Coafci Against S&xualAmult

The YWCA of N e i Britain's Sexual
Assault Crisis Service can help you.
All of our services are free and confidential

F

7L

2 4 HourHot nes:

"

English
At Trinity contact SART - Sexual Assault Response Team
*Web site: www.trincoll.edu <http://www.trincoll.edu/>, "A-Z" "S" SART
Coordinator: Laura Lockwood, Women & Gender Resource Action Center
(WGRAC)- Laura.Lockwood@trincoll.edu. x2408.

unwanted sexual contact regardless of relationship issexual assault
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Home Prices in West Hartford
Affected by School Test Scores
continued from page 7

recent findings. A resident of West
Hartford with a young child, Wheatley
dents for the duration of the project. said "as great believers in public school
Dougherty and Zannoni helped the stu- education, the reputation of schools did
dents "think through the process" by come into consideration in our ultimate
offering new angles and asking different choice of towns to live in."
questions. For the most part, however,
Harrelson describes the overall
this study was created, worked on, and process as "the most fulfilling experience
completed by the students.
of my undergraduate academic career."
According to the finished report, The American Educational Research
"School Choice in Suburbia: Public Association, to which the study was preSchool Testing and Private Real Estate sented, is comprised mostly of graduate
Markets," the "findings from West students and professors, so it was a speHartford indicate that elementary school cial honor for five Trinity students to be
test scores are significantly and positively able to attend and participate. The stucorrelated with single-family home dents' work was further celebrated by a
prices." Every 12 percent difference in piece in The New York Times last June,
test scores equals $5,065 in the housing though the piece was written after gradumarket. Houses lying on the opposite ation and none of the participating stuside of a school zoning line could have dents were quoted in the story.
drastically different prices even though
Dougherty commends • the students
they are nearly identical. The data used who worked on the study and invested so
was collected from the years 1999-2005, much time in it, indicating it is they who
and the percent of price gain for the deserve the praise. The students seem
houses increased from 1.2 percent during equally as grateful to the professors who
1996-2000 to 4.2 percent during 2001- worked with them.
r«nity College,
2005.
specifically the dedication of these indi"The most intriguing finding," said vidual professors, should be highly comHarrelson, "was the increased awareness mended for their efforts allowing underof school choice that homebuyers have graduate students to have the academic
when dealing with the real estate market experience primarily found at the graduand the reasons for why this is the case." ate level," said Harrelson. Trinity is
According to Dougherty, the Internet known as a small liberal arts school that
played a large role by making the test promotes a rapport between professors
scores of various schools more available and students, and Harrelson believes the
to potential homebuyers researching an school should keep supporting these
endeavors. "The College," he said, "needs
area.
Choosing a home based on the local to continue promoting and [providing]
schools is a new phenomenon, as is hav- funding for these research collaborations
mg'.. the ability to do so. Professor of; between professors and students to gain
English Chloe Wheatley supports the the national attention it deserves."
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Trinity Makes Efforts to
Reduce Global Warming
This past summer Trinity joined more than 350 other institutions of higher education as a signatory of the American College
and University Presidents Climate Commitment. As noted in the
Commitment, reversing global warming is a key challenge of the
21st century. Colleges and universities can play a unique role in
addressing this challenge as no other type of institution has the
influence, the critical mass, and the diversity of skills needed to
successfully reverse global warming.
The College has promised, as a signatory, to create institutional
structures to guide the development and implementation of a
plan to achieve climate neutrality. To accomplish this, President
Jones has appointed a Campus Sustainability Task Force, chaired
by Joan Morrison, Charles A. Dana Research Associate Professor
of Biology, The task force will begin its work later this month.
www.trincoll.edu
I

SGA Fall 2007
Election Results
Class o f 2011

Class President
Christopher Gardner
Class nce-Prresident
Fabto Bota'rdli-: •
Class Secretary
Vinit Agrawal

t • Info Session for all maiors

.

Sol Productions in Venezuela, lncv made up of Maureen Masterson,
Magee Mcllvaine, and Christopher Moore, all three graduates of Trinity
College, will release its first feature-length documentary film this
September. iPuedo Hablar? / May I Speak? chronicles the 2006
Venezuelan presidential elections, in which Hugo Chavez, a noted Bush
critic and one of Time Magazine's 100 Most Influential People in the
World, was re-elected to a second six-year term.
The 75-minute documentary film is currently set to premiere at the
Providence Latin American Film Festival on Sunday, September 23.
Following its appearance at the Festival, it will then be screened at over 50
colleges and universities throughout the .United States and Europe
throughout the'fall. Events are currently scheduled at Trinity, Harvard,
Yale, Georgetown, and Cambridge, www.trincoll.edu

SGA Senators:
Tomas de * Medici
Ibrahim Diallo
Michael DiPietro
Florence Monier
Andrea Wise

Class o f 2010

^^ej^iojnjs^

6:30pm - 8:00pm

Three Trinity Alumni Produce
Feature-length Documentary Film

Class President
Joshua Growney-Levison
Class Vice-President
Rebecca Ostrowsky
Class Secretary
Claire Loudis

• ^o'ocjle: Is'^extlitei^
:iiah;tf--lSib'&.;^»^

' T i m e s ' : . •'•• • .

News In Brief

./. -^

Career Services bottom floor Adm. Bidg.

: b r ' © s s ; f t M : i r < e ! : ' : C a m p u s ' : C a s u a I ''•'•'.'.:•; ;;- ••'••':,.":•'•::';';:::: ; > ; . . ' ' • ' • • • • ;";.•.

SGA Senators:
Bryce Blum
Christopher Gardner
Andrew Grubin
Ryan Haney
Alexandra Schwartz

Class o f 2009
Class President
. Daniel Hoyle
Class Vice-president
Caitlin Farrell
Class Secretary
Martha Goodwin

, SGA Senators:
Elizabeth Brown
John Fornaciari
Joseph Melillo
Verdell Walker

Class o f 2008
Class President

i&ii&!w^

Hana Cho
Class Vice-President
Kathleen Lenz
Class Secretary
Emily Moore

SGA Senators:
Joseph Tarzi
Robert Taylor III
Edward Walters
Tracy Wright
Benjamin Yanni-Lazarus

Budget Committee: Nathan Kirschbaum
IDP Senator: Nathan Kirschbaum
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College Tour Enthusiast
Impressed by Trinity Visit

This Week in Trinity History
Workers Fight For Fair Contract
Trinity's Sodexho-Marriott Employees Press For Better Wages, Conditions

A Sodexho-Marriott employee serves students from behind the counter of the Cave.

HANNAH CANT

In the Sept. 28,1999 issue of The Trinity Tripod we reported that Trinity's food
service workers were fighting for a better contract. Sodexho-Marriott, the dining
service administrator on campus prior to Chartwells, was reported as having
delayed a new contract since June of that year. Workers were reported to be
unhappy with their compensation, which was stated to have been far below that
of neighboring colleges such as Wesleyan University and the University of
Hartford. In addition, workers complained that the contract was unfair for allowing Sodexho-Marriott to control the workers hours and that "union members are
determined to gain control of the hours that workers are scheduled."
According to the Tripod approximately two-thirds of the faculty and over 370
students had signed petitions condemning Sodexho-Marribtt for their behavior
durinathe contract neaqtiations and multiple protests had been staged
-Joe Tarzi

a night on campus, as well as
speaking with a few professors.
take a tour of Trinity on the Additionally, he encourages stu"picture perfect day." As they dents to "write notes to almost
stood on the third floor of the all the people that they come in
library, looking out at Trinity's contact with," citing the signifipicturesque campus, the Lakes cance that this small gesture
,, i/jri""* ' "
could have in
were awed to ] ' "
see "no less
' '*'
the long run.
than six difIn addiferent sports
tion to his
being played
job as pit
on campus."
boss (superviImpressed by
sor)
at
his
tour
Caesar's
Palace, Lake
guides' enthualso owns a
siasm
and
public relaPresident
tions firm.
James
F.
Jones' "welIn
the
c o m i n g
future,
he
charm," Lake
plans to comstated that he
bine
his
and his wife
knowledge of
colleges with
"simply love
public relaTrinity."
tions
and
After tourmagazine.concordia.ca work
with
ing the campus, Lake par- Lake has visited over 400 colleges in the US schools
on
took in his
their promousual
campus
activities. tional efforts. Lake thanked Vice
"Typically I walk the campus, President of Alumni Affairs and
dine at the cafeteria, occasional- Communication
Kathleen
ly sit in on a class, buy a note- O'Connor Boelhouwer, Senior
book or T-shirt, and photograph Associate
Director
of
a school sign." An unofficial Admissions Mary Dumas, and
expert of colleges, Lake believes Director of Media Relations
it's important for prospective Michele Jacklin for insuring that
college,. studeotSs to,, m*ke,
l ,his "yisifc to. Trinity was a memo'
visits. He recommends spending rable one."
continued &om page 1
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If Napoleon was able to buy bis supplies
online, we'd all speak French. Discuss.
Lucky for you, as a student at Trinity College you can buy your supplies online.
Not only from MrFunforYou on EBay, but from these on-campus departments:
Office of Campus Life, Campus Safety, the Trinity College Health Center, Athletics, Development, Cinestudio, Austin Arts (coming soon) and Access Control.
That's just to start, throughout the year student organizations will be selling items
as well as event tickets. Purchases can be made using Bantam Bucks, MasterCard
or Visa. Some items are free, but with limited supplies the website helps us keep
track of what we have left to offer.
In addition to online purchasing, you can keep an eye on your Bantam Bucks,
Printing Dollars and Dining Dollars using the "My Accounts" tab. Even more importantly, your parents can keep your campaign well-funded from the comfort of
their home using either MasterCard or Visa. No broken supply chains here, rain,
sleet, or snow.
To keep yourself supplied, go to https://tcommerce.trincolLedu and see what
you can do. Any questions regarding the new website can be directed to the Office
of Campus Life at extension 2171.
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Tuesday,

26

25

Septeririb'Si"

7 p.m.
Student Assault Task
Force Meeting
WGRAC Lounge

Friday
September

5:30 p.m.
Adoration of the Blessed
Sacrament
Friendship Chapel

12:15 p.m.
Roman Catholic Mass
Crypt Chapel
4:30 p.m.
Human Rights Poetry
Reading
Faculty Club

9 p.m.
Banquet Service
Chapel

September

Calendar of Events
27

6:30 p.m.
Zen Meditation
Crypt Chapel

f\ f% Saturday,
A s O September

12:40 p.m.
Muslim Prayers
South Summit, Room 100

4 p.m.
Roman Catholic Mass
Chapel

9 p.m.
Candlelight A Cappella
Concert and Dessert
Cave Patio

8:30 p.m.
KEIGWIN + COMPANY
Performance
Goodwin Theater,
Austin Arts Center

FAMILY WEEKEND

Sunday/
September

30

9 p.m.
Roman Catholic Mass
Friendship Chapel

f

\4d.'<

1

7 p.m.
Green Campus Meeting
Community Service Office

Tuesday,
October

2

9 p.m.
Banquet Service
Chapel

ft n m
ConnPIRG Campus
Climate Challenge
Meeting
FACES Lounge

-

^ O
JmZp

FAMILY WEEKEND

Language Lunch Tables
All language lunch tables meet in Mather Dining Hall.
Monday:
Tuesday:
Wednesday:
Thursday.

French
Russian
Arabic
Chinese
German
Hebrew

12 p.m. -1 p.m.
12 p.m. - 1 p.m.
12 p.m. -1 p.m.
1 p.m. -2 p.m.
12:30 p.m.-1:15 p.m.
12:40 p.m.-1:30 p.m.

Italian

12:15 D.m.
-1:15 ia.m.
i
12 p.m. -1:15 p.m.

Japanese
Spanish

12 p.m. -1 p.m.

FAMILY WEEKEND
For more calendar information, see: http://internet2.trincoll.edu/TCcal/webcaI.aspx.

Green Tip of the Week

Community Service Spotlight
By Anne Bonfiglio

Change your incandescent light bulbs to compact
fluorescent light bulbs.
According to abc13.com, compact fluorescent light
bulbs typically last four times longer than incandescent
light bulbs and use one-quarter of the wattage of other
bulbs.
If you replace one 60-watt incandescent light bulb with
a 15-watt fluorescent Sight bulb and use it six hours a
day, you could see an energy savings of more than $40
over the four-year life of the bulb.

ConnPIRG's Campus Climate Challenge Light Bulb Exchange
From Tuesday, September 25 through Thursday, September 27, ConnPIRG's Campus
Climate Challenge will be tabling in Mather Dining Hall during dinner (5 p.m. to 7
p.m.) as part of their biannual Light Bulb Exchange.
To receive a free compact fluorescent light bulb, students and/or faculty must bring
in an incandescent light bulb to trade. There is no limit to the number of light bulbs
that may be exchanged.
For more information, contact Lindsey Cline at Iindsey@connpirgstudents.org.

This week's Community Service Spotlight shines on
the members ofHillel whq devote^ >tb^£ujg|ggty,,^
September 16 to construction on "The Houseof
Abraham Project." This project is conducted through
the combined efforts of the Jewish, Christian, and
Muslim (Abrahamic faith) communities in the Greater
Hartford Area. The House of Abraham is being constructed so that one local family in need can have a simple, decent home.
"The House of Abraham Project" is organized under
Habitat Haverim, a collaboration between the Jewish
Federation of Greater Hartford and the Hartford Area
Habitat for Humanity, founded in 1994. It works with
local Jewish agencies to help Habitat build affordable
housing for needy families in Hartford. Rather than
building on Saturday, so as not to violate the Jewish
Sabbath, these builds take place on Sundays.
Four Trinity volunteers (Lisa Kassow, Director of Hillel,
Allie Stein '11, Carly Guenther '11, and Jackie Sparks
'09, pictured below) joined six others to work on "The
House of Abraham Project." The women spent seven
hours at the build, helping to construct a back porch
and working on framing the roof. Kassow reflects on her
experience saying, "At about 10 a.m. I looked at my
watch and realized that we had built the frame of the
roof before I usually have my coffee on a Sunday morning. It was a great feeling of accomplishment to know
we were making a difference for a family in Hartford."
Trinity College Hillel will be sponsoring another
Habitat Haverim House of Abraham building day on
October 28th.
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Collins-Led Band Take On Civic Center! Mission of
FIrst-Ever
Burma Rock
All-Music
New Haven
Issue
inside 3TXS

ByKATYNOLIN
TRIPOD STAFF

':.,

Nathanson, Carbon Leaf at Fall
Concert, p. 13

www.genesis-news.com
Led by the popular Phil Collins (center), Genesis embarked on its "Turn It On. Again Tour" after 15 years of inactivity.

ByJOERICCI
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Everyone Loves a Clown Tour

Bowery (above), Avalon (below),
and other top venues in CT, MA,
and NY, p. 15

from his spot at drums for the previous
"Listen guys, just because I'm going
five years). It was with this three man
to a Genesis concert tonight and you
incarnation that Genesis, one of the top
aren't doesn't mean you can treat me this
30 selling artists of all time with over 150
way!" This tongue-in-cheek comment was
million albums sold, decided to embark
received with chuckles by my three
on their 2007 "Turn It On Again Tour"
roommates. Since school has kicked off
after almost 15 years of inactivity.
they have wasted no time in heckling me
i^J^e^ta^Hjftfprd, one of the,
..fox th
m f f j r i N o r t n America after a stint in
s* Hartford' Civic Center show
Europe, failed to disappoint. Indeed, it
on September 16, 2007. An entire sumshocked the nerves. An eclectic group of
20, 30, and 40-year-old diehards packed
mer's worth of anticipation was not wastinto the Civic Center for two-and-a-half
ed. The smile I wore upon my arrival
hours of driving melodies, progressive
back in the room told the whole story.
rock masterpieces, and good old midGenesis' own genesis occurred in the
eighties pop favorites. Behind the famed
late '60s built upon the inspiring young
trio, Chester Thompson (drums) and
talent of Peter Gabriel (vocals), Mike
Daryl Stuermer (guitar), long time tourRutherford (guitar/bass), and Tony
ing members of the band, provided the
Banks (keys). When Gabriel split in the
essential supporting bombast that any
mid-seventies for personal reasons, the
act
as big as Genesis requires.
group was quick to move the now uberpopular Phil Collins to lead man (up
Our seats, situated in the elevated
see GENESIS on page 16

Poorly Advertised Fall Concert Lets Down
ByMNAIIMARDO
CONTRIBUTING WHITER.
Even as a freshman, I could foreshadow the coming
events with the mysterious arrival of "port-o-lets" in front of
the Cave Patio. Yet, the fall concert still stayed a mystery to
most. For an event that seems to have had quite a sum of
money thrown into it, it was poorly advertised, The concert
itself also seemed short lived. Each band only had a set of
30 to 45. minutes. However, I can hardly believe that the
high-heeled dresses came just to listen to music.
Lit by stage lights, the Cave Patio looked quite appealing as groups dwelled in dark corners of the stairs or in front
of the stage standing quite still as Chase Cailluette provoked
the crowd to dance to n o avail. Cailluette's style of music
was quite hard to follow, and I don't believe that he himself
knew what he wanted to sound like. He went from honky
tonk to smooth rock with a reggae beat to Buddy Holly.
The lead guitarist John Sauson was the best part of that
band, in my opinion. Everything else was a bit mediocre.
Set changes took longer than expected, thus causing
audience-members to leave. This gave the concert a revolv-

It looked like a scene from
Shady Pines Nursing Home: a
group of graying geriatrics
poised to break a hip while they
swayed along to the music.
Waterobics class? No, it was the
audience at Toad's Place in New
Haven last Thursday night dancing to post-punk band Mission
of Burma. The fans definitely
gave a new meaning to the
phrase: post-post-post-punk.
Back in the day (that is, 1979
to 1983), Mission of Burma was
one of the top post-punk bands.
Despite releasing only one fulllength album (Vs.) and a smattering of single hits, Burma
played with noted bands Gang
of Four, Black Flag, and Sonic
Youth. After a 19-year hiatus,
guitarist Roger Miller, bassist
Clint Conley, and drummer
Peter Prescott reunited in 2002,
adding Bob Weston as their
sound engineer. Since then, the
band has released two alburns -

OnoffON

(2004) and

Courtesy of Stephanie Apstein
Conley, Miller, and Prescott
reunite for Northeast Tour, p. 13

see BANDS on page 16

Carbon Leaf was one of the bands that played on Saturday.

The

Obliterati (2006). •:.,.•,,.
The show at Toad's Place
began anti-climactically. After
navigating the age barricade that
is part of Connecticut's new
drinking law and prying my
shoes off the sticky floor, I settled comfortably in the under 21
area of the audience, which,
given the average age of the concertgoer, was about two feet
wide. The opening act, a
Massachusetts musician named
Chris Brokaw, was bland and
unenthusiastic, and the crowd
clearly was not feeling his whiny,
mediocre tunes.
When Mission of Burma
finally took the stage, the overthe-hill audience went mad with
excitement. Age aside, Burma
can still rock hard, and they
kicked off the show with a song
from
their
latest
album,
Obliterati,
"Donna Sumeria."
This was followed by "2wice,"
"Spider's Web," "So F*** It,"
and
"Careening
with
Conviction," all of which featured screaming vocals, highintensity drumming, and hardcore guitar and bass solos. The
interaction
between
Miller,
Conley, and Prescott is part of
what makes Burma such a great
band: there's an impromptu
aspect to each of their performances. Both Prescott and Miller
made mistakes with new songs;
each blamed the other laughingly and then took another swig
from their beer.
After a short break (they
aren't young anymore, after all),
the set continued with "This is
Not a Photograph," one of only
see EIGHTIES on page 14
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Atmosphere Brings Corn-Fed Midwestern Rhymes to East Coast
BySARAYOO
TRIPOD STAFF

The first time I saw
Atmosphere live, it was at Irving
Plaza in New York City before it
became the Fillmore. I was 16 years
old and very much in love with
Atmosphere's brand of "emo rap"
(for lack of a better description).
Nearly five years later (and over a
decade since Atmosphere's formation in Minnesota), the average age
of the audience members queuing
up outside of Toad's Place in New
Haven, still seemed to be about 16
years old. A seary thought popped
up — I probably listened to
Atmosphere before some of •these
kids hit puberty. As if I didn't feel"
archaic enough, the constant
MySpace references during the
show truly made me feel like a
dinosaur. To top it all off, my
friend Andra and I were sectioned
off into the proportionately tiny
"Age Verified" area. At 21, I felt
awkward, like I was too old to be
there but I decided to stick it out
for nostalgia's sake — after all, it
may be my last time seeing my
high school obsession perform
live.
After a little bit of waiting,
Luckyiam of the Living Legends
took the stage. He was a great
opening act as he did a great job
of getting the crowd excited. After
some of his songs, he had us all
join in to sing his daughter's
favorite - the ABCs. "You guys
know this song, you learned it last

www.areavoices.com
Slug (aka Sean Daly) of Minnesota rap act Atmosphere is touring to promote a new album that will come out in spring '08.

feel the same way I did about the
audience. After Luckyiam, a surly
Irish MC by the name of Mac
Lethal (who was all of 5'3") took
the stage and managed to offend
just about everyone in the room.
Upon hitting the stage, he stared at
the huge void that was the barricade down the middle of the audience, and asked "Why?!" He then
. proceeded to tear up the stage with
scathing, don't-hold-back rhymes.
He rattled off a laundry list of
things he disliked: self absorbed
women, George Bush, vegetarians,
MySpace, Nickelback,
Nike
Dunks. "Everytime Tool makes a
new album, it's the same album,"
young jokes.™ Luckyiarn seemed to •he proclaimed, which must have

been offensive to the boy in the seeing them at the Knitting
audience wearing a Tool shirt. Factory back in the day opening
up for someone
Eventually a boy,
This was not the less-is- else. There was
who
literally
nothing particulooked like he was
more Atmosphere of
larly memorable
in the eighth
my day and my heart
about the rap
grade, joined Mac
pined a little for the
trio. They played
Lethal on stage. I
songs from their
didn't catch his
old Slug, who didn't
new
album
name or what his
need props and a backpurpose was, but
Bloody Radio,
ing band to pull off a
he was absolutely
but many of
adorable, especialthem
sounded
good performance.
ly when the two
the same. Their
broke into a rendiset ran a tad too
tion of the Souljah Boy dance (in long for my patience, and I was
mockery of course).
antsy for Atmosphere to finally
The final opening act, come on. The way they sounded, I
Grayskul, took the?Mag?-1 recalled

spend their lives just being an
opening act.
In anticipation of Slug (the
MC of the DJ/MC duo that is
Atmosphere) hitting the stage, girls
started to get aggressive and started shoving people out of the way
to get to the front. When I saw
them back in 2003, it had been
just Slug on the mic and his DJ on
the turntables, and . they had
turned out a fierce performance.
Now, when Slug finally came onto
the stage, he was joined by a fourpiece band, his DJ/Producer Ant,
and a suitcase filled with props
(mostly hats). He pulled out different hats — Stetsons, bowlers, visors
— for different songs, claiming that
he needed a haircut and needed to
distract us from that fact. This was
not the less-is-more Atmosphere of
my day and my heart pined a little
for the old Slug, who didn't need
props and a backing band to pull
off a good performance.
"We're going to play some old
stuff and some new stuff," Slug
told the audience and started the
set with a handful of songs from
the new album (not yet released).
The audience seemed to be responsive, but we were all waiting for the
old songs that we all knew and
loved. The first old song was
"Shoes" from Seven's Travels,
which I thought was an unlikely
choice, but it sounded much better live than on tape. "God Loves
Ugly" came next and I was relieved
that the younger audience was at
least familiarized with the old

Eighties Punk Legends Succeed in
Rousing Audience, Young and Old
continued from page 13
,\ few old songs they played. At this point,
the old Burma fans in the crowd went nuts,
.uul one much older woman in particular
shook what her momma gave her ferociously '
"This is Not a Photograph" was by far
the best song of the night. Though they did
nut play many songs, the set lasted for a
long time thanks to the guitar, bass, and
J'um solos thrown in. Burma kept the
intensity high throughout the whole perinimance, and they never once lagged. For
ilie encore, they played the popular
'"At ademy Fight Song/' which was a big hit
with the audience.
The show had few flaws. Toad's Place
" -lit heavy on the fog machine and the
1
chy decor (like the starlight back1
und). Burma's latest albums have been

''

fantastic, but their old material was just as
good, and they only played two songs from
their pre-1983 days. Despite one desperate
fan screaming "Revolver!" for a good five
minutes, they did not play "That's When I
Reach for My Revolver," which is one of
their most famous songs.
Burma is without a doubt one of the most
influential bands in the past 20 years, affecting
other bands like Nirvana, RE.M., Fugazi, and
the Pixies. Conley, Miller, and Prescott share
vocals and, most of the time, writing responsibility, and it's this lack of a "lead singer" that
truly makes them stand out. In today's world of
pseudo-pop singers and manufactured corporate bands, it is always refreshing to see a group
that enjoys music solely for music's sake.
At one point in the show, Miller asked
"Can you tell we like making rock music?" It's
obvious they do, and they'll be remembered
for a long time because of it.
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College Students
Get 15% OFF full-price items.
Must show valid college ID. Restrictions apply; visit store for details.

West -HOT fiord
Corbins Corner Shopping Parkctde
1459A New Britain Ave.

i.rollingstone.com

Mission of Burma features (left to right) guitarist Roger Miller, drummer Peter Prescott, and bassist Clint Conley.
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Northampton, MA
Looking for a place where you can bask in musical snobbery? Trustafarians and granola
crunchers abound in this alternative haven. Don't be dismayed, Trin Trin campers,
Northampton offers some of the best concerts, and there's a venue for every musical taste.
It may not seem like a likely stop for big acts, but if Morrissey deemed it worthy enough,
then it must be. Bonus: the restaurants nearby are better than ones in West Hartford, and
far less expensive.
Iron Horse Music Hall: 20 Center Street, Northampton, MA
Pearl Street Nightclub: 10 Pearl Street, Northampton, MA
Dive Factor: 5/10 (skeeze mixed in with small-town charm)
Distance from Trinity: 46 miles
www.iheg.com
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Avalon Ballroom
Avalon is Boston's answer to New York City's mega nightclub Webster Hall. Voted
America's number one Nightclub, Avalon also hosts concerts on occasion. Acts like
PJ Harvey and The Dropkick Murphys have played on their spacious stage. Acquired
a newfound love of techno after your European semester abroad? The club is also a
good place to catch big name DJ acts such as Paul Van Dyck and Armin Van Buuren.
And don't piss off the Red Sox fans across the street at Fenway — they've been known
to hit girls ... kidding.
Address: 15 Lansdowne St., Boston, MA
Dive Factor: 1/10 (very clean and not skeezy)
Distance from Trinity: 101 miles
www.avalonboston.com

od's Guide tc Nearby Concert Venues

i

Who needs stadium seating when you can get up close
and personal with some of your favorite artists? Here is a
rundown of nearby concert venues where you can enjoy
authentic standing-room only experiences.
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The Webster Theatre in Hartford, Conn.
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Toad's Place
Decorated with kitschy green lights and floors so sticky
your shoes come off with every step, Toad's is New
Haven's little gem. The place is legendary for hosting
acts such as the Ramones, Iggy Pop and U2. RJD2 and
They Might Be Giants are some artists playing this
month. One major con — due to Connecticut's recent
drinking laws, there is a huge barricade down the center of the stage separating drinkers from the under-aged
crowd — kind of like East and West Germany, as one
concert-goer noted. Also, being on Yale's campus suddenly gives you a major inferiority complex.
Address: 300 York Street, New Haven, CT
Dive Factor: 8/10 (comfortably skeezy)
Distance from Trinity: 40 miles

The Webster
Upset that you were, like, negative two years old
during the '80s/'90s hardcore scene? Mingle
with the metalheads and the nouveau punks at
Hartford's own Webster Theatre. There's plenty
of poison to pick from: Sick Puppies, Vicious
Disorder, Divine Heresy, and 3 Inches of Blood,
to name a few headliners. Not your cup of tea?
Hanson, Teddy Geiger, and Mandy Moore
somehow got lost and decided to play here, too.
Just don't get crushed in their crazy mosh pit.
Address: 31 Webster Street, Hartford, CT
Dive Factor: 10/10 (ultimate skeeze-fest)

Bowery Ballroom
Most New York venues are always crawling with kids
who are more concerned with being part of a 'scene'
rather than enjoying a band perform and security staff
are unnecessarily scary and rude — but at least you
won't be sequestered into a corner with an obstructed
view because you are not of drinking age. Bowery is the
preferred venue of New York indie hip hop label
Definitive Jux and this month features acts such as Les
Savy Fav, Matt Pond PA, and Mudhoney. Buy tickets at
nearby Mercury Lounge and make sure to check out
yummy cupcakes at Sugar Sweet Sunshine on Rivington
Street.
Address: 6 Delancey Street, New York, NY
Dive Factor: 4/10 (wannabe skeezy, as if wearing
Dior Homme by Hedi Slimane is skeezy)
' Distance fratn
www.boweryballroom.com

tive
Saturday
Septem&er 29, 2007
S:30 pm
Coodwin Theater
Austin Hits Center

KEIGWIN+COMPANY

FIEE with a Trinity ID
$15 taera! Admission
$10 discounts

KEIGWIN+COMPANY lives to create provocative, witty and engag nq
dances. Utilizing a collaborative process, K+C combines physicality
with theatricality, samples a variety of mediums and^ltimately, fuse-art with entertainment.
KEIGWIN+COMPANY's commitment to variety allows for
cross-pollination of audiences and encourages harmonybetween
uptown and downtown, professional and amateur, highbrow and
lowbrow, all while maintaining a vision ofdance that is both artisticall)
driven and entertaining.

at trini

A Part of Family Weekend
For advanced tickets call:
Remaining tickets will
go on sale at M €
9/29 at S:00 pm
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Hip Hop Tour Gathers Rowdy Crowd Genesis live Up to Days
of Glory at Civic Center
continued Bom page 14

material. Next was my personal
Atmosphere favorite of all time,
"Woman with the Tattooed
Hands.'1 "Hey There" and "Panic
Attack" followed. Fewer people
seemed to know the older
"Abusing the Rib," which is a
shame because it is brilliant. There
were a lot of new songs sprinkled
in between the old ones. "God's
Bathroom Floor" prompted a final
sing-along before Slug decided to
call it quits. "I'm not going to go
off stage, go to the bathroom,
then wait to hear if you guys are

still making noise. I don't need my "Guns and Cigarettes," and
ego stroked tonight. So why don't "Between the lines?" I felt that
we just do the encore now?" With Slug devoted too much time to
that, he launched into "Lovelife." performing songs off of the new
The final song of the night was album. Additionally, this was one
"Always Coming Back Home to . of the shortest sets Atmosphere
You," which has been the last song had ever put on (and I've been to
for every Atmosphere show I've four Atmosphere shows). I failed
to leave feeling spiritualized as I
seen since Seven's Travels.
Overall, I felt the show left had the last few times. Could it
something to be desired. Where just be a testament to the fact
I
have
outgrown
was the alcoholic's anthem "Pour that
me Another?" Where was Atmosphere? Perhaps, but I can
"Modern Man's Hustle" and never deny that Atmosphere has
"Trying to Find a Balance?" More been a huge part of my youth
importantly, where were the old and I don't regret seeing Slug one
gems such as "Free or Dead," last time, beer belly and all.

r

www.citypages.com

www.pitch.com

Rhymesayers label-mates Luckyiam (of the Living Legends), Grayskul, and Mac Lethal (right) join Atmosphere (left) on tour.

Concert

Baads Play at Urn
continued from page 13

As night comfortably set in
and the air grew more frigid, the
ing door effect. The rest of the crowd grew as Matt Nathanson
concert consisted of folk rock took the stage and worked the
music as the band
crowd well. The
got progressively
music
was also
Overall, the concert
better, and the
folk
rock-ish.
was alright. Perhaps if
audience, more
Toward the end
"loose."
it had been advertised
of
the
set,
Carbon Leaf
N
a
t
h
a
n
s
o
n
earlier and free food
f o l l o w e d
seemed to have
was involved then it
Cailluette and got
trouble with his
would have had a bigbetter audience
voice as he
response with a
couldn't quite
ger outcome.
better lead singer.
hit some notes
This
Virginian
in the chorus of
band had some surprises in their his song and backed away from
last set as the lead singer began the microphone to hide his
playing a flute and an accordion shortcoming. Still, with the
player appeared. This band was arrival of Nathanson, the weathpretty good, overall.
er took a confusing turn as two

rain showers of three-minute
spurts came down.
Overall, the concert was
alright. Perhaps if it had been
advertised earlier and free food
was involved, then it would have
had a bigger outcome. With the
shut down of Mather Hall and
the early shut down of the
Bistro, one would think, that
food would have been involved,
or at least a more substantial
event than what was given. I
don't mean to sound dismal.
Perhaps it is because I am suffering from a cold at the moment
that has caused my perception of
the concert to be swayed.
Although, one could say that I
am just mimicking the pure
mediocrity of the fall concert.

Cinestudio
Becoming Jane

Sunshine

Although Jane Austen wrote some ,of the
most memorable stories of women caught
between society's restrictions and the irresistible
force of love, we know little about any secret
passions enjoyed — or suffered — by the unmarried novelist. In a delightful flight of fancy,
based on a few hints about a charming Irish
lawyer found in letters written to her sister,
Becoming Jans imagines the possibility that the
author, like her feisty heroines, fell in love with
a man deemed unsuitable by her parents.
Austen is played with subtle charisma by Anne
Hathaway (The Devil Wears Prada), and her
own Mr. Darcy is performed by Irish actor
James McAvoy. "A delicate ode to love and
honor — and to writing and reading." Moira
MacDonald, Seattle Times.

In Danny Boyle's Trainspotting, it was opiates that hurtled its colorful boyos out of boredom and into ecstasy. In Sunshine, it's the possibility of a close encounter with our sun that
induces instant awe. A desperate crew of
American and Asian space-travelers sign on for a
mission as heart-stopping as it is creative: to prevent the sun's imminent collapse by flying just
close enough to hit it with nuclear bombs - and
then escape. Not since 2001: A Space Odyssey
have the mind-expanding vistas of the universe
inspired audiences with a near-spiritual sense of
amazement. "A thrilling and sensual spectacle ...
space really does exist out there, whether or not
humanity has the will or the technology to
encounter it." Peter Bradshaw, . The Guardian.

Sept. 26-28: 7:30 p.m.
Sept. 29: 2:30 p.m., 7:30 p.m.

going to see. Plus he, his wife, and
daughter made it so that I, in no
mid-rows, were perfectly placed way, was the only person standing
for a near perfect view of the and dancing in our row (thanks for
stage, the massive arching-lights to the company).
The show drove on, highlightthe rear of it, and two flanking
oval screens upon which the vari- ed by an amazing drum battle
ous members could be viewed between Phil Collins and Chester
(stared at in awe). As I had antic- Thompson that segued into
ipated from various set-lists I had "Domino," a song I myself was
seen on the Internet, the show not familiar with but enjoyed
kicked off with the body-shaking nonetheless, and one of my
duo of "Behind the Lines" and favorite musicals, "Los Endos."
"Duke's End." I personally was a However, all good things must
bit saddened that the lyrical mid- come to an end.- The show closed
section of "Behind the lines" was with the mystical "Carpet
omitted, but my forgiveness was Crawlers," a song whose lyrics
forthcoming (this is Genesis, delight me every time I am fortufolks). "Turn It On Again" and nate enough to hear it.
"Land of Confusion" duly folWith that, Genesis left the
lowed, ensuring that this would stage. My heart throbbed as I sat
not be a disappointing night for in wonder at what I had just seen,
anyone in the crowd. During yet simultaneously ached for the
TIOA, Phil Collins even made passing of perhaps the greatest
sure to snap a few digital camera event of my 2007 year. For most,
photos of the
Genesis is no big
audience and grab
deal. Genesis and
During TIOA, Phil
a cell phone out
Phil Collins strike
of a gentleman's
Collins even made sure up shady images
hand in the front
of funky 1980s
to snap a few digital
row and sing into
music with no
camera photos of the
it (Imagine being
connection
to
on the receiving
the world of
audience and grab a
end of that call?).
today. For me,
cell phone out of a
The show then
•their musiciangentleman's hand in
smoothed into a
ship and domimedley of "In the
nance over so
the front row and sing
Cage," "Cinema
many
musical
into it (Imagine being
Show," "Duke's
genres is nothing
continued from page 13
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"Afterglow."
It
that call?).
admirable.
If
was indeed this
time, logistics,
medley
that
and substantial
assured the fans that Genesis was forethought permitted, I would
here to let out both sides of their extend this piece into a short diapopularly conceived images. The tribe against those who would
hits would be played alongside of speak ill of Genesis without propthe progressive rock masterpieces, er knowledge (as do 99 percent of
ever the showcase for Phil those I encounter when the subCollins' masterful song-writing, ject is brought up). Instead, I will
Mike Rutherford's tonal guitar offer a challenge. Name three
playing, and the" talent of Tony Genesis songs, to yourself, or, if
Bank's classical training.
you like, to me. If you can do that,
The middle of the concert was go home and listen to five songs.
highlighted by some of my own If, after listening, you can bear to
personal favorites. It was during hear some more, strike up an
"Home By the Sea" and "2nd album or two. If you are at all disHome By the Sea," "Mama," and appointed, move on, it isn't the
"Ripples," that I had to be con- end of the world. If you aren't,
stantly reminded to sit down by and you actually like, dare I say
my girlfriend. I guess playing air enjoy, Genesis, perhaps then you
drums whilst standing obstructs (my friends know I am talking to
the view of those people who them) will see the value in a little
choose to shell out $200 to sit less talking and a little more learndown behind you for two-and-a- ing and listening. No doubt, as I
half hours. Luckily we sat next to a have said several times, I would
wonderful man by the name of have shelled out $300 to see
Jose-Miguel and his family. It was Genesis. As my girlfriend, howevwith him that I could enjoy talking er, is fond of reminding me, I didbefore the show about all the n't pay $200. So maybe I should
songs we hoped to see and were just shut up for now. Goodbye.

Sept. 30: 2:30, 7:30 p.m.
Oct. 1-3: 7:30 p.m.
whokilledtheresa.blogspot.com
Genesis u one of the top 30 selling artists, with over 150 million albums sold.
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Human Rights Lecturer Addresses *War on Terror' Jack Chatfield
Remembers
Trinity of Past
ByJORDYNSIMS
TRIPOD STAFF

Each year Trinity's unique Human
Rights program offers a series of lectures
given by distinguished leaders in the
Human Rights field. Trinity's Human
Rights Lecture Series returned in full
force last Tuesday, Sept. 18, when Dr.
David Forsythe, one of the world's foremost scholars in the Human Rights field,
came to speak to the Trinity community
on "U.S. Policy toward Enemy Detainees:
Terror and Torture." Currently a visiting
professor at University of Connecticut,
Forsythe has also served as a consultant
to both the U.N. and to the Red Cross.
Described as "one of the founders of the
study of Human Rights," Forsythe also
serves on the International Advisory
Board for Human Rights here at Trinity.
Forsythe began his speech by stating
that America's "War on Terror" is definitely not over. He voiced concerns
about the long-term effects of this war.
"It's still too soon to say what will happen to Human Rights in a world of terror," he said. The lecture then turned
specifically to the manner in which the
United States is dealing with the prisoners of such an ambiguous war, introducing his comments by saying, "For those
who believe that the U.S. is an exceptionally good nation, committed to laws and
Human Rights - well, I have some bad
news for you. We know a lot now about
the Bush Administration and about the
treatment of enemy detainees." Certain

politicians, Forsythe explained, made the
decision to use coercive and abusive
interrogation on the enemy detainees
from the War on Terror, a difficult group
of people to actually define as no term
really exists for prisoners of war concerning terrorism. These politicians included
the Secretary of Defense, the CIA
Director, the Vice President, and even
President Bush.
The decision to use such methods of
interrogation has several implications. It
had to be "carefully crafted by politicians
at the top of the U.S. government,"
Forsythe said, because it had to get
around the Geneva Conventions and the
U.N. Convention Against Torture or
Mistreatment. The United States ratified
both of these conventions, which define
the laws of war today and which are supposed to protect detainees, whether they
are uniformed combatants or civilians.
In order to get around these two conventions, the politicians brought in lawyers,
an act that Forsythe described as unethical.
This legal work was reflected in U.S.
policy when the United States established
facilities at Guantanamo Bay. This location was considered a "black hole" of
legal regulations, where no U.S. laws
applied and where there were no international holds. It thus was in violation of
the Geneva Conventions as the U.N.
Convention above was not technically
illegal there. Additionally, Black Cites
were established where the CIA held individuals and allegedly used coercive and

abusive interrogation methods.
The
United States did not acknowledge the
cites or that they were holding these people. The media did not offer any coverage of these cities or of their prisoners.
In yet another attempt to skirt the
legalities of the two conventions, the U.S.
instated a policy of kidnapping and sending enemy detainees to locations such as
Egypt, Afghanistan, and Iraq where they
were tortured, just not by United States.
This was a global policy in execution as
the enemy detainees were picked up from
locations all over the world. It is quite
clear, Forsythe said, that "the U.S. is
engaging in kidnapping, isolation, mistreatment, and forced disappearance."
What was particularly striking for him
Was, "at Guantanamo, you have these
policies approved by the top ranking military leaders." He cited Vietnam, where
the U.S. went to great length not to
"trash" the Geneva Conventions. While
our treatment of prisoners during
Vietnam was not perfect, with the
Phoenix Program, a CIA run program of
murder and extortion, the United States
applied the Geneva Convention's prisoner of war regulations to the Viet-Kong, an
irregular, un-uniformed group. In contrast, after 9/11 the United States military
signed off on the abuse of prisoners of
the War on Terror.
Forsythe also explained the common
defense of these methods of torture: the
idea of a "lesser evil" so that democracy

about delinquent businesses in their consumer feature segments.
If nothing else, write a formal letter to
the company that includes all the
specifics of your problem and how you
would like it to be resolved. Although
this can be time consuming and a pain,
written complaints and responses are
considered much more seriously than
phone calls. Send a copy of the letter to
the office you are dealing with and also
to that company's headquarters. Use certified mail so you get a return receipt and
access to the delivery information. FYI:
Information about certified mail is on
the USPS Web site and if you Google
"demand letter," you will get a bunch of
advice and resources about how to write
the letter, format, and what tone and
manner to use.
If you have done all of these things
and you still do not have your stuff (or
won't give it to you), seek legal help or
speak to the police! If they have lost your
stuff, they ought to pay reparation!
In the future: When you decide to use
a business or company for something like
storage of important college stuff, you
should do your homework (which can be
done in no time!).
Go to the Better Business Bureau Web
site and go to the same "business search"
function that I mentioned earlier. Most
established companies are members of
the BBB. The BBB provides a list of the
number of complaints, along with the
category of complaint for each company.
Do business only with the companies
that have a satisfactory record with the
BBB. Search for the company on Federal
Trade Commission Web site as well.
Also try Snopes: www.snopes.com is a

Carver interviews Associate Professor
of History and Trinity College alumnus
Jack Chatfield.
Carver Diserens. Are any of your students allowed to call you Jack C or
Jacksonville or One-Eyed Jack?
Jack Chat&eld: Well, I'm pretty open
to being called by my first name, but most
students call me Professor Chatfield.
Carver. Not only are you a Trinity faculty member but you are also a Trinity
alumnus, is that weird at all?
Jack: I wouldn't say weird. My undergraduate years were vital to me and it was
a rare sort of gift to be able to come back
to the college to which I owed so much.
The one thing that was unusual is that
when I came back to teach, many of my
former professors were still teaching here.
Carver. On your curriculum vitae it
says that you were a student at Trinity
from 1960-1962 and then 1963-1965, is
there a story there?
Jack. Well, I had to take the year off
from 1962 to '63. I failed math and science. There was a very elaborate curriculum then - and demanding. If you failed to
complete your core requirements in the
first two years, you were asked to depart,
and" you had" io. co'mpteW*Tl!tem"^eKre''v
returning. The core included two semesters of European history, two semesters of
English literature, two years of a foreign
language, two semesters of advanced mathematics and two semesters of science. I
failed math flatly, but I dilly-dallied in science and didn't take it seriously.
Carver. So what did you do in your
year off?
Jack I had a close Trinity friend who
decided to work full-time for the southern
civil rights movement. He joined the staff
of the Student Non-Violent Coordinating
Committee (SNCC) in Albany, Georgia.
SNCC had established a voter registration
project in the rural counties bordering
Albany. I joined him there in September
1962. Things were quite volatile due to the
strong opposition to black voting rights in
the south.
Carver. Aside from different core
requirements, how has Trinity changed
since you were a student?
Jack: Co-education is the most dramatic change. Trinity was still all male
when I graduated in 1965. Fraternity life
is also quite different. In my rough estimate, in the 60's about 80-85 percent of
the students were in a fraternity or social
club. On Vernon Sreet you had St.
Anthony Hall, AD, Alpha Chi Rho, DKE,
Sigma Nu, Theta Xi, and of course Psi U.
Carver. You were a student during a
very politically volatile time in the US,
were Trinity students very politically active
then?
Jack In the early sixties the vast majority of students were not active, But there
was a small group who were very committed. One student mobilized a group to
join the sit-in near Baltimore. After '65,
when I left, things became a lot more
volatile. Vietnam was the big issue, of
course. The Students for a Democratic

see ASK ANNIE on page 20

see PROFESSOR on page 20

see FORSYTHE on page 18

Advicefor
By ANNE BENJAMIN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Dear Annie,
Last spring, I stored the stuff from my
dorm with a storage company, but now
school has started and they haven't delivered the boxes. I keep calling and asking
where they are, and they keep telling me
that the boxes are on their way. It's been
over a month now - What can I do?
- Bitter and Boxless
Dear Bitter and Boxless,
That's terrible! You should not have
to go without your stuff, especially for
this long! Since your phone calls have
not gotten through to them, its time to
try something more authoritative. First
of all, call and insist on speaking to the
highest ranking person you can get access
to. Usually if you have an assertive (not
obnoxious) attitude, the junior employees will listen to you and find someone
higher up. Demand an explanation for
the absurd delay. Take notes of your conversations and write down who you spoke
to. Ask them exactly where the boxes'
are.
If you are dealing with a large company chain, I would begin by calling the
regional manager or their headquarters.
Sometimes their Web site will have a
phone number for their headquarters or
a consumer complaint line. Try it, but in
most cases the number that they provide
is an "800" number that will get you
nowhere soon. For a more useful number, you can check the Better Business
Bureau Web site at www.bbb.org. Search
for the company under "businesses" at
the top left of the page. If you get too

many results, the BBB has notations that
tell you which are the headquarter locations. In most cases, you will find a more
useful number on one of these official
bureau sites. The BBB is also a great
resource for checking out the consumer
satisfaction level of a business (more on
that later).
When you speak to a company representative about receiving your stored
boxes, you could threaten to file complaints with the BBB, the state Attorney
General,
or
the Federal
Trade
Commission at www.ftc.gov. You might
even threaten to call local media stations
and expose their deception or wrongdoing. Sometimes a little intimidation does
the trick.
In the meantime, I would urge you to
actually file some of these complaints
against the company! Formal complaints
don't take that long and it's a great way
to get your word in and/or inform others
of your bad experience. You can file a
complaint with any of the above mentioned offices. The easiest and quickest
way to do this is online, or you can call
the BBB/AG/FTC and they will send you
some paperwork. Filing a complaint is
useful to everyone for a few reasons.
First, there is a chance the authority you
complain to may advocate for you, which
would basically solve your problem. (This
is rare, but does happen sometimes if
everyone does their job well). Second,
other people check these Web sites for
problems with companies and the
account of your experience could be very
useful. Third, if enough people complain,
the delinquent company will be shut
down! Here's another option: if you are
up to it, you could contact the consumer
department at a local news station.
Sometimes, stations will run stories

By CARVER DISERENS
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
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Forsythe Criticizes U.S. Administration
continued from page 17
can survive. However Forsythe
suggests that the U.S. administration needs to question
whether torture during interrogations is absolutely necessary
in order to get the needed information.
Additionally, many
times the information given during such interrogations turns

out to be inaccurate, as it was
given just to make the torture
stop.
During the question and
answer session following the
speech, many of the questions
that were asked concerned what
could be done or what is currently being done to rectify
these wrongs nevermind that the
American public is aware of

Horoscopes

them. "At least some of what
needs to be done is being done,"
Forsythe said. "There is a growing awareness."
Forsythe
encouraged his audience to read
more, study history more so we
can learn from our mistakes,
and to stay aware and in touch
with current events. "Our rights
are never safe. You have to be
constantly on guard."

The Trinity Tripods Mascots

AQUARIUS

January 20 - February 18

As an Aquarius you are naturally intelligent. You
crave freedom and excitement (faux-hippie, much?).
Do something productive with your creativity: look
at Oprah, at least she has a magazine and show ...
You'd Make a Great Art freak

PISCES

H

February 19 - March 20

Unpredictable, sensitive, emotional, needy ... you are
really just a bipolar mess waiting to happen. An emotional train wreck, have you. Have no fear: Chuck
Norris is a fellow Pisces. And Chuck Norris is God.
You'd Make a Great Texas Ranger

T

ARIES

March 21 - April 19

As an Aries you're a natural born leader. Strong, independent, fearless ... you don't reveal weakness. like
Alec Baldwin, a fellow Aries, you also lack patience.
Good for you. Tantrums and hissy fits are ties chic.
You'd Make a Great US Weekly cover story

TAURUS

April 20 - May 20

Said to be practical, Taurus-y people are down-toEarth, tranquil, and steadfast. You are known to resist
change in fear of losing security. Grow up already and
take a risk. Janet Jackson did, and she's a Taurus.
You'd Make a Great Super Bowl controversy

n

GEMINI

, May 21 - June 21

Adventurous, unpredictable, talkative, witty, flirtatious ... you have a lot going on. Yes, you do resemble Brooke Shields in a way. She's a Gemini but at
least she became famous. What have you done?
You'd Make a Great Escort

CANCER

Wembley (left) and

friliigj f 1' \.'-V " 'In "Amuiid Trinity"* column in l.-«t wi-efc's

June 22 - July 22

You're moody, sensitive, touchy, defensive, etc. No
one really wants to be your friend, like no one wants
to be ffisndsjridjJQm.,Cruue(heJlp, Scientology) or
Harrison Fora^raaTe-TODDingEas-been).
You'd Make a Great Creeper

T

nprJ}'

Boston Career Fair

LEO

July 23-August 22

Rawr. Because you are the "lion" of the zodiac you
are loud and obnoxious. Fiery tempers, high egos,
likes the limelight... like Whitney Houston or Hulk
Hogan. The resemblance is uncanny.
You'd Make a Great. WWE wrestler

Com© to Boston on November 2nd
to Interview with top employers
and attend a huge career fair.

ltF

The Liberal Arts Recruiting Connection (LARC) will host
the event and provide access to over 40 area employers.
This is your opportunity to apply to interview for jobs with
top Consulting, Finance, Legal and Education employers'
in the Boston area. Students pre-apply for jobs and those
selected by employers will be notified by late October. All
interviews will take place on Friday. November 2nd in Boston.

VIRGO
August 23 - September 22
Ah, the perfectionist. You're picky (but sensitive too
- two qualities that are going to get you nowhere).
Macaulay Culkin- and Tommy Lee Jones are excellent role models. They clearly have it going on.
You'd Make a Great Child actor (too late?)
LIBRA
September 23-October 22
like the scales that depict the libra sign, you are said
to have a split-personality. Sweet. I bet that gets you
all the ladies (or men, whatever). History books say
Shamu is the only sane libra to have ever existed.
You'd Make a Great Sea World side-show

Participating Employers include: Analysis Group,
Arnica Mutual Insurance Company, John Hancock,
Wellesley Information Services, Greenwich Country Day
School, May Institute, NERA Economic Consulting, US
Department of Justice, Federal Reserve Bank of Boston,
Carney Sandoe, Educator's Ally, CRA International, Tuck
Bridge Program at Dartmouth,.The Northbridge Group,
Compete, Ameriprise Financial, EF Education, Bear
Steams, StoneTurn Group, The New England Center for
Children, New England Pension Consultants, athenahealth, State Street, Cambridge Associates, Immune Disease Institute, Mathematica Policy Research and more!
Questions? Email career-services@trincoll.edu

m

SCORPIO

October 23 - November 21

The Scorpio is mysterious, sneaky, and quiet. So are
Hillary Clinton and Winona Rider. Your cunning and
wily ways are not the fast road to friendship. It's time
you stopped the lies and backstabbing and made nice.
You'd Make a Great Politician

SAGITTARIUS

November 22 - December 21

You are blunt. You will tell a friend if she looks fat. You
remind your parents they are old. A little white lie
never hurt anyone. Come to think of it, Kim Basinger
never really had anything nice to say either.
You'd Make a Great Star (hello, LA. Confidential)

Come and Seam more, attend an

VJ

INFORMATION SESSION."
Tuesday, September 25th at 7pm
Career Services Lobby
"7
d

CAPRICORN

December 22-January 19

Just so you know, as a Capricorn, you bear the burden of being the greatest sign in the zodiac.
Motivated, full of integrity, perseverance, and confidence, cool, calm, and collected ... you have it all.
You'd Make a Great Anything, you're perfect!
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Trinity Workshop Educates Students on LGBTQI Discrimination
By REBECCA BROWN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

it is a safe space where they are
welcome.
Co-facilitator Isis Izarry '10
On Aug. 20, Trinity College said, "Even for those who attend
held a Safe Zone Workshop in the the workshop and choose not to
Faculty Lounge of Hamlin Hall. take a sticker, they will at least
Safe Zone is a program Trinity have an understanding of someCollege has put into place to thing that may previously have
acknowledge
the
LGBTQJ been completely foreign to
(Lesbian,
Gay,
Bisexual, them."
Transsexual, Questioning, Intersex)
During the workshop,
community and offer them a sup- facilitators went ovsi
port system here on campus made what is considered
up of both students and the • respectful language,
administration.
myths and miscon
and
The official objectives of ceptions,
Safe Zone are "to identify and what it entails to
mobilize a group of people become a Safe
empathetic and informed about Zone member.
LGBTQI issues who are willing Though mateto provide support information rial was covand a safe haven; to provide evi- ered, it was
dence of this support at Trinity also an open
College by providing a Safe discussion for
tc
Zone sticker as tangible evidence anyone
of that support; to reduce the voice concerns,
personal
fear of reprisal and discrimina- offer
tion of LGBTQI persons within experiences, or ask
questions.
Many
the Trinity community."
people
chose
to disOne of most important
cuss
the
atmosphere
at
aspects of the workshop was the
Trinity
College
and
the
sticker. Shaped in a circle with a
attitude
of
the
student
body.
green outer rim symbolizing the
After
hearing
stories
of
disreLGBTQI community's heterospectful
and
abusive
behavior,
sexual allies and two triangles in
the middle signifying the gay Kaysee Fahl '11 said, "There's a
and lesbian population, it is lot of work to be done."
The Trinity College campus
hoped that after completing the
Safe Zone training, attendees is lucky enough to have Laura
will feel comfortable putting up Lockwood, the Director of the
one of the stickers and becom- Women & Gender Resource
ing a resource on campus. By Action Center. When asked how
putting up a sticker, the she became involved in this parLGBTQI community knows that ticular workshoj), LockwoqiT

responded, "After about a year
at Trinity, and working, with students, I realized this campus
needed some type of safe space
program. The Safe Zone program is a national one. I consulted with UConn, as theirs had
been in operation for some time.

with the opportunity to participate in the Safe Zone
Workshop."
And both women, as well as
the many other members of this
and other corresponding programs here on campus, have big
goals for the changes that can be
made here at Trinity. "I'd like to
staff person for
Resource
: ideally, a camFree of hate and
..otry of all types
r^i»S —] a campus
rf'jKi1*- where we would

A'V/4 n o t n e e d a Safe
,'i'T^mZone
pro-

Wi:
„__

• '__• _ _

1

_ _ #_• I

• _

_ • _ —»

^_

•" •'•"** gram; a cam;

m*

pus community * that
embraces and
celebrates diff e r e n c e;
mandatory
Safe
Zone
workshops for
all faculty, staff,
Lidministration [...]
and a first year
required class which
covered issues of racism,
sexism, heterosexism, sizeism,
religious bigotry, and ethnocentrism."
T he
Lockwood made a point of
materials we use are based on
addressing the term, "heterosextheirs1."
It is because of Lockwood ism" during the workshop. In
that Izarry said she became the Safe Zone packet, under,
involved in the Safe Zone pro- "Assumptions for Safe Zone
gram. "Upon my arrival, and on Training" it reads, "Heterosexism
various occasions, I met Laura is a form of oppression, like
Lockwood [...] Not too long into racism, sexism, anti-semitism,
me ciass'ism, ableism, ageism, etc."
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Thus, before members of the
Trinity community step foot
into a workshop they must
already believe heterosexism is a
form of oppression. This workshop is not designed to change
the minds of homophobics, but
rather to strengthen and support
the GLBTQI community and
their heterosexual allies.
Lockwood thinks the future
looks bright for Trinity. "Over
my nine years here," she said, "I
have seen a change in the level
of acceptance of 'difference' oh
campus, and I'm hopeful some
of that results from this program. I encourage all members
. of the Trinity community to participate, if they are willing to
have an open mind."
Many students are already
there. Kai Paine '11, who was not
able to attend in September,
said, "I hope to attend next time
because I think it's important to
promote support of a gay community in a college setting."
Izarry is already doing just
that. "I hope that, by displaying
my sticker and giving others the
opportunity
to
demystify
lifestyles alternative to heterosexuality, I may do my part in creating an equally accepting environment, both for LGBTQI
humans and our straight allies
[...] It is my sincere hope that
the education provided, both
directly and indirectly, by the
Safe Zone workshops will lend
Trinity College the opportunity
to grow as an accepting and
knowledgeable community."
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lie: Dealing With
Unresponsive Businesses

Professor Chatfield Recalls Tripod Role
continued from page 17
Society had a strong chapter
here.
Carver. I've been told you
wrote for the Tripod while you
were here, is that true?
Jack Yes, I did and it was a
vital experience for me. The
Tripod was run by some very
skilled editors — not that it isn't
now! My first editor was a man
named Peter Kilborn who went
on to The New York Times - for
years he was the chief economics
correspondent. After that, a
friend - George Will (who won a
Pulitzer) - took over. There were
many controversies in the nation,,,
at that time, and George tackled
everything from the Civil Rights
movement to the vices of Trinity
fraternities. He waged a campaign
against so-called "restrictive
clauses" barring the pledging of
Jews or Afro-Americans. One
night a batch of Tripods were
burned!
Carver. It must have been
intimidating working with him.
Jack
I'll be frank, I was
always a little bit intimidated by
him and I still am. As a youngster
I was spellbound. I had never
met anyone like him - he had a
razor-sharp wit, was a brilliant
writer, had read everything.
Carver. So I'm guessing that
you mostly wrote for AT?
Jack I'm not sure we had that
section, you should check the
archives in Watkinson.
Carrer After Trinity you
went to Columbia and eventually
wound up with your PhD, your
dissertation was called "Already
We Are a Fallen Country: the
Politics
and Ideology of
Connecticut Federalism 17971812." When you say "fallen," I
assume you are not referring to
the late 90's movie starring
Denzel Washington, because it
wasn't really much of a movie.
Jack Haha, no. In a nutshell
the dissertation is about the
Connecticut Federalists - the
conservatives of their day. They
feared that Napoleon was bent
upon extending his conquests to
America. They favored a close
friendship with England and
despised Jefferson. "Fallen" signifies the Federalist belief that
America had been badly weakened by the policies of Jefferson
and. Madison.
Carver. Are we still a "fallen"
country?
Jack. Well, that was a long
time ago. But to be frank, our
Iraqi intervention has hurt us
and the Iraqis. And our policies
regarding "enemy combatants"

continued from page 17
pretty reliable site for clearing
up any issues you might have.
Snopes is a rumor-busing Web
site and has up to date information on consumer issues, like
who is a scam, who is for real.
There is also ripoffreport.com
and thousands of online forums
that will give you information
from fellow consumers.
Search for complaints under
the Attorney General's Web site
for the state in which the company has a headquarters. Google
search "AG + the state" to find
the site. If the company has had
a problem, someone has most
likely complained to their attorney general.
One last tip: keep all your

paperwork and documents!
Always! This is extremely important and one of the top rules of
the educated consumer. If you
ever need to prove something
(that you already paid, that you
called so and so, that you even
utilized their services, etc.) it is
imperative that you have all the
relevant documents. Start a file
folder and keep everything just
in case. You never know when
you will need them!
I hope this was helpful!
Remember if you need any more
information (phone numbers, a
better explanation of something,
etc.) or have a question you
would like me to address, please
email me!! Anne.Benjamin@trincoll.edu.

Top 10
Ways to Take Advantage of Your
Parents This Weekend
Courtesy of S. Alyssa Simpson

10. Recommend a nice, "home-cooked meal" ... at Morton's
Steakhouse.

Professor Jack Chatfield attended Trinity College during the turbulent 1960s.

are a real betrayal of American you're hosting a dinner party and
can host any three historical figprinciples.
Carver. What can we do to ures, who gets an invite?
Jack Frederick
stop "falling" as a
"I guess I would
Douglass, Abraham
country?
and
Jack. 1 regret
say whether or not Lincoln,
Harriet
Bei
that ray answer
history is the king
Stowe,
may sound partior
queen
of
the
Carver.
In
san because I do
regards
to
history,
not see myself as
academic discidoes it really repeat
partisan. The Iraq
plines - there are itself?
occupation marks
few experiences so
Jack: I believe
a nadir - an
history
reveals
absolute lowpoint rewarding as to
common
patterns,
- in administrative
plumb the depths
motivations, and
blundering. As for
of
a
historical
expeimpulses. But I
Guantanamo, the.
don't believe it
use of "enhanced"
rience, historical
repeats itself as we
interrogation techera, or historical
commonly
say,
niques, "rendition"
personality."
because the forces
of terror suspects
that are at work are
and the like - these
never quite the
initiatives
have
- Professor of
same.
brought a train of
History
Jack
Carver In closerrors, lies, and
ing,
what message
false claims, and
Chatfield
do you convey to
(on occasion) reayour students that
soning so preposterous as to tax one's credulity. A you would like to convey to the
government that subjects a pris- Trinity community?
Jack I guess I would sayoner to sleep deprivation, solitary
confinement, and water-boarding whether or not history is the
and then proudly announces to king or queen of the academic
the world that he has confessed disciplines - there are few experito the most heinous of crimes is ences so rewarding as to plumb
demonstrating an idiocy that is the depths of a historical experiunmatched in American history. ence, a historical era, or a historCarver As a historian, if ical personality.

9. If you're underage, sweet-talk your 'rents into purchasing
for you and your friends at the local Packie. Promise you'll
toast to them with your first shot.

4*W»*fefr^«FJites2^5^^»

Center Proceed
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to whine about how lonely you have been since leaving home
at the end of the summer.
7. You know you haven't done your laundry in weeks and are
sleeping on your mattress sans sheets. Mom?
6. Greet your Dad at the door with a hug (and a floor plan
for your soon-to-be-renovated room). As if you would attempt
any heavy lifting.
5. You know ... the usual. Whole Foods, The Atwood Package
Store, Crazy Brace's, Yankee Liquors... Time to stock up,
again. And again.
4. Attempt to negotiate an advance on the trust fund.
3. Encourage networking with the mother of the stud you've
been eyeing in North Campus. So what if he's a freshman?
2. Remind your Mom to bring that Marc Jacobs shift you
left at home. No, it's not your sister's, you swear.
1. At this point in the semester, the workload is getting
intense. Look to good ol' Mom and Dad for some serious
moral support.

Back that Ass Up?
Say Please!

The Flavor of
Sisterly Love

Fraternity Life:
Binging For Bids

Are You a Sister Here?
No? Nevermind ...

This semester, freshmen is
no misnomer. And some men
were especially fresh Saturday
night when they felt at liberty
to grab the behinds of many
an iiber-attractive upperclassman (including AT). AT
understands that you boys are
on the lowest rung of Camp
Trin's social ladder, but ATs
bottom is not the way up.
Good talk. See you out there.

Mistaking a fellow female
party-goer for a former flame,
a senior sorority sister
bestowed an xxx-tra friendly
welcome on the startled junior. After whispering "sweet
nothings" ("I love you, I love
you?"), she sloppily slid into
first base before realizing her
error and awkwardly striking
out. Said party-goer was left
puckered-up and perplexed.

Eager to commence rush
festivities, a strong-stomached
sophomore impressed wouldbe brothers with his ability to
hold it down. While the frat
boasts quite the kitchen - one
(hyphenated) word: sheetcake! - AT has never before
witnessed the shot-gunning of
barbecue sauce^ chocolate
syrup, and other condiments.
AT offers you a bid!

Sophomores were sugar,
spice, and everything nice ...
until they realized AT wasn't a
member of the sisterhood said
sophomores were rushing. AT
doesn't enjoy being underappreciated so, unless you want
to be stabbed with your
pledge pin, start acting like
ladies. You never know what
Late Night antics AT might
forget to overlook ...
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Trinity Volleyball Racks Norte Gets Much-Deserved Recognition
Up Six-Game Win Streak
By NORA HARRINGTON

TRIPOD STAFF

By CLAIRE ARNSTEIN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
The Trinity College Volleyball
team has quietly compiled an 8-3
overall record and a 2-1 NESCAC
record, and they are currently riding a six-game win streak.
However, despite their 2-1
record in Maine, the team came
back dissatisfied.
They beat
Bowdoin and Bates last Saturday,
but their Friday loss to Colby
sparked eagerness to bounce back
at the tournament they hosted this
past weekend. They more than
achieved their goal, going 3-0 on
the weekend.
Despite strong performances
by sophomore outside hitter
Molly Ullman, who led the team
with 13 kills, and senior co-captain
libero Katie Lenz, who collected a
team-high 28 digs,. the Bantams
were only able to take one game
against Colby, losing 3-1.
The next day, though, Trinity
found much more success, as they
pulled out a nailbiter against
Bowdoin, winning the last two
games to emerge 3-2. and blanked
Bates, 3-0. Senior setter Emily
Moore totaled 83 assists, nine aces,
and 18 digs on the day.
The Bantams warmed up on
Friday against Rhode Island
College, the only team to take
them to four games, whom they
beat 3-1, again thanks in large part

to Lenz, who made 42 digs, and
Ullman, who had five aces, 10 kills,
and a block. Junior middle hitter
Nicole Cahill also contributed 14
kills and a block.
Saturday began for Trinity with
Colby-Sawyer College, who came
into the tournament undefeated at
12-0. However, they were no
match for Trinity, who beat them
by a score of 3-0. Although they
were down 8-6 to start, the
Bantams fought back and ran with
the lead, 30-27. The following two
games remained competitive, with
scores of 30-21 and 30-25.
Cahill emphasized the role of
teamwork in the win. "We all
played as a team. In volleyball, if
one person messes up, then the
whole team chemistry goes down.
This was the first time we played as
a team - on and off the court," she
said.
Trinity finished the day with a
comparatively easy 3-0 win over
LaseO College. Moore collected 61
assists and Lenz contributed 36
digs on the day.
This Wednesday the team battles again in Ray Oosting
Gymnasium against Connecticut
College at 7 p.m. Hopefully, the
momentum will carry through
after the successful weekend.
Although the Bantams did not
play to their potential in Maine,
this weekend showed what they are
capable of doing.

The Trinity Men's Cross
Country team is off to a great start
this season. It is currently ranked
23rd in the country and second in
New England, and had a great
showing last weekend at the
UMass Dartmouth Invitational.
Junior Hunter Norte placed first
in the eight-kilometer race with a
time of 24:46, classmate Sam
Moorhead finished second, senior
captain Matt Anderson took
eighth, and freshman Wesley
Halstead placed ninth. The men's
team came in first overall at that
race. As a result of his first place
finish, Norte was selected as the
NESCAC/ECAC Men's Cross
Country Performer of the Week
for Sept. 12-23.
Norte began his cross-country
career during his freshman year of
high school. "I used to play soccer,
but I was really slow," he said. "My
[soccer] coach told me I would
have been better if I had been
quicker, so then I just started running." He was very successful at
Ellington High School in
Ellington, Conn. He chose to
attend Trinity mainly because he
did so well in high school. "Trinity
was by far the best school I got
into, and I got recruited to run
here."
Since he started at Trinity,
Norte has enjoyed competing in
NESCAC meets, and this year he
is concentrating on qualifying for

nationals. If he continues on this
path, there is little doubt he will
achieve his goal. According to
Norte, team chemistry is good this
year, and that helps with training.
"We have the same dynamics
as last year, and all the work we've
put in is showing more and more,"
he said. "Plus we have a really good
freshman class, so everyone has to
push harder, since there are only
seven spots on the varsity squad.
Some of the [top] runners from

Courtesy of Kristina Miner '08
Hunter Norte '09 placed first at UMass.

last year got pushed down [...]
Right now there are three freshmen
on the varsity team because they
are so good."
When asked how he felt about
being named the NESCAC
Performer of the Week, Norte
responded, "I'm happy about the
NESCAC award, but I try not to
let things during the season affect
my performance. I'm still trying to
go through the motions, stay in

cruise control. When I race, for the
most part, I know in the back of
my head that things are going to
get a lot harder in two months. I'm
really focused on nationals. I
would be totally happy if I finished last in every race as long as I
could put all my concentration
and effort into nationals."
Assistant
Coach
Colin
McKean is excited about the Cross
Country team's success so far this
season, and about Norte's motivation. "He is one of the hardestworking runners in New England,
which is the main reason behind
the success he has had so far,"
McKean said. "He's been running
over 85 miles a week since the
beginning of August and has
bumped it up to over 90 the past
month. When he gets in that kind
of mileage consistently, he
becomes a runner that's just very
hard to beat."
Norte is modest about his abilities. "There's also a lot of friendly
competition, and we spend all our
time together so we are constantly
motivating each other," he said.
He also owes a lot to his coaches. "The coaching staff is really
supportive [...] The head coach
[George Suitor] is tough. He's old
school. You really have to earn his
praise, so if he says that you did a
good job, you really have to have
done something right. Colin is
supportive, and he's kind of like
the nice big brother. He's there at
the end of every race, telling us
we've done a good job."

Goal
Against NESCAG Rival Bobcats
By HANNAH CHARRY

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Rob Kievit, Colby Echo
Senior co-captain Emma Cordiano fights a Colby forward for the ball in Trinity's scoreless tie Saturday.

Spring Break 2008
Sell Trips, Earn Cash, Go
Free! Best Prices Guaranteed
to Jamaica, Mexico, Bahamas,
S. Padre and Florida.
Call for group discounts.
1-800-648-4849
www.ststravel.com

The Trinity Women's Soccer Team
started the weekend facing two games in
two days and came out one step closer to
their "seven in 07" goal. They are now 41-2, so they only need three more games to
reach the seven-victory mark.
On Saturday, they played a heated
match versus the NESCAC rival Colby
College White Mules in Waterville, Maine.
This game was a goalkeeper's showcase, as
Bantam freshman goalie Emily Weedon
and Colby's goalie Loni Pisani earned a
shutout. Trinity and Bates tied at zero by
the end of double overtime. However,
each team had plenty of shots on goal;
Trinity had 19, while the Mules had 13.
Senior forward Rachel Talentino and freshman midfielder Alexa Notte led the
Bantams with four shots on goal each.
Colby's leaders in that category were SuLin Del Guercio. Meggie Herlihy andKayla Kawalick, who each had two shots
on goal. Weedon collected six saves during
the match, which extended her streak to
409 scoreless minutes of play.
Trinity traveled to Lewiston, Maine the
following day to take on another
NESCAC rival in the B.ates College
Bobcats.
In the first half, Trinity freshman forward Maika Scifo executed a corner kick,
which sophomore forward Lauren Olsen
knocked into the Bates goal on a header in
the 39th minute of the first half. This goal
was enough to extend Trinity's unbeaten
streak to six games and give the Bantams
their first win against Bates since 1999.
Bates had plenty of opportunities to

score, and claimed a 13-9 advantage in
shots on goal. Bantam goalkeeper Weedon
picked up four more saves and recorded
her second shutout in as many games. She
has not been scored on since the season
opener and has now been nominated for
the honors of NESCAC Player of the
Week.
Bates goalkeeper Nini Spaulding had
four saves in the game, but the Bates
offense did not make the most of a 9-1
shots on goal advantage in the second half.
Senior captain Emma Cordiano was
excited a:bout the results of the Bates
match. "We are definitely a better team
than last year and now it's time to prove
ourselves to other NESCAC schools. Bates
was the next step," said senior co-captain
Emma Cordiano. "Bates was a tough battle right up until the last minute and we
were able to come together as a group and
show them that we are a force to be reckoned with."
Junior forward Chelsey Reynolds was
also pleased with the results of the weekend's games. "It's really exciting that we're
doing well this early on in the season," she
said.
If Trinity continues this impressive
streak, the Bantams will enter their fourth
NESCAC Championship Tournament in
seven years.
Cordiano added, "Our season has started out on the right foot. We finally are
coming together as a team and showcasing
our collective talent."
Next up for the Bantams will be the
Williams College Ephs, who will travel to
Trinity to play on Saturday at noon. The
Ephs are currently 7-0 overall, and 3-0 in
NESCAC play.
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Shutte, del Rossi Lead Bantam Key Matchups
Offense to Win over Westfield This Week

After Bates took an early 1-0 lead, Trinity
evened the score on a goal from Bradley.
Bates would add another goal in the secdeficit in the second half.
But it was truly a team affair as they ond half off a penalty corner, but again
rallied and tied the game on goals by the Bantams answered with a goal of
Bradley and sophomore midfielder their own, this time by Shutte. The
Lyndsey Waddington with 11:49 and game remained tied until Bates' Abby
10:35, respectively, remaining on the Childs scored the game-winning goal
with 18.5 seconds to play to snap
clock.
With the score tied 3-3 at the end of Trinity's four-game win streak.
"I think we learned a lot about ourregulation, the game ventured into overselves this
time, where
eekend,"
Trinity fresh •
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0.83 The ^eld Hockey team beat Colby College in overtime this past Saturday, take
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Williams at
and points
home this Saturday at 12 p.m. before
per game with 3.17.
"It's reassuring to know that we can traveling to Mass, to take on UMasscount on every player on this team to Dartmouth at 4 p.m. next Thursday.
The team is confident in their ability
step up when they are called on," said
Shutte in reference to a game that was to bounce back against Williams. "We
not dominated by the performance of have some important things to work on
one single person.
in practice before another big weekend
Next up for the Bantams was Bates. against Williams and I know that come
This time, Trinity was on the losing end Saturday we will be ready for them," said
of another thrilling low-scQung game. Shutte.
continued from page 24

September 29,2007 1:30 p.m.
Football vs. Williams College
According to one of our Senior Editors, this is "the biggest home
game of our college careers." That is debatable, but this should certainly be a well-attended game. After losing to this same team 41-16
to snap the nation's longest college football winning streak at 31
games, the Bantams will be looking both to continue their new
seven-game win streak and demolish their NESCAC rivals at the
same time. Now that Bowdoin has ended Williams' chance at their
second undefeated season in a row, Trinity can pound the nail into
the proverbial coffin with a decisive win here.
September 30,2007 4:15 p.m.
Denver Broncos at Indianapolis Colts
Denver is coming off a tough 23-14 loss to Jacksonville and the
Colts are showing that they deserve respect as a defending champion by going 3-0. This could be an important game for the Broncos,
because they need to get back on track in a game which coufd
have implications in the AFC playoff picture.
Anything this week
Any MLB team.
Who would have expected in April or May that with six games
remaining, only two division leaders would have clinched? And that
the Red Sox, with far and away baseball's best record throughout
the spring, would not be one of them? From the divisional hunt in
the AL East to the four-team NL Wild Card race, you can pretty
much turn on your TV at 7:05 p.m. to any sports channel this week
and watch a meaningful baseball game. It's a great time to be a
:

APPLICATIONS ARE NOW BEING
ACCEPTED FOR THE

GLOBAL EQUITIES SALES AND
TRADING SUMMER
ANALYST PROGRAM AT
BEAR STEARNS
Don't miss your opportunity to interview for one of the top
analyst programs in the country!

RESUME AND COYER LETTER
DEADLINE: WEDNESDAY.
OCTOBER
(Resumes and Cover Letters should be submitted to Career
Services - Please visit http://trincoll.erecruiting.com
for detailed application instructions.)
Global Equities Summer Program/Job Description:

Students entering the Global Equities Summer Internship will participate in a 10 -week rotation program. The
goal of the Global Equities Summer Internship is to give
participants exposure to the business and an opportunity
to network with professionals while challenging them to
develop and grow personally and professionally.
For additional information about Bear Stearns, please
visit the firm's website at http://www.bearstearns.com.
QUESTIONS? Contact Career Sendees at camerservices@,trincol 1 • edu or 860.297.2080
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Career-Highs for McGrath Pa
Bantams to Win in Game One
continued from page 24
turnovers. "Defensively, we played very
well," said Devanney. "The front seven was
very physical and we forced six turnovers."
Trinity, which opened the season ranked seventh in the New England Division III Poll,
has not given up a touchdown in seven
games and recorded its third straight
shutout. The Bantam defense led the nation
last year in both scoring defense and total
defense.
"The defense played great," said
McGrath. "They got us good field position
the entire day and they set the tone for the
entire game [and] season."
In the fourth quarter, senior co-captain
full safety Jared Boyd and junior cornerback
Harryl Smith each intercepted Colby passes
in the end zone to preserve the shutout.
Berry finished with eight tackles (three for
loss), a sack, and an interception. Senior cocaptain linebacker Matt Rettig had seven
tackles and 1.5 sacks.
Devanney was pleased with the offense,
but knows that there is room for improvement. "Our offense did some very good
things, but the turnovers have to stop," he
said. "We are hoping the fumbles were partly first game jitters."
Carpenter points to experience as the
reason why the defense is so tough. "With
so many guys who have seen significant
playing time before this year, we're all confident in each other and because of that we're
able to focus on our own responsibilities,"
he said. "I really think our defense this year
has the potential to be the best we've had

since I've been here—and we've had some
great defenses."
Devanney hopes to improve the running
game in the future. "We need to work on
holding onto the ball and establishing the
run. Colby did a good job slowing down
our run game and we will need to be more
consistent with that part of our offense," he
said.
Next week Trinity will play at home
against Williams, who was upset this weekend by Bowdoin. Williams, which began the
year ranked number four in New England,
beat Trinity last season to snap the College's
nation-best 31-game winning streak. "We do
feel confident going into Williams," said
Devanney. "The players know we have to
work hard this week to correct some mis?
takes from the first game and we are excited
about getting Williams here at home."
McGrath and his teammates are eagerly
anticipating the Williams game. "We owe
them one," he said. "I don't like anything
about Williams and want nothing more
than to dominate Saturday in every phase of
the game." He thinks that Williams losing
this past weekend makes them an even more
dangerous team and hopes that Trinity will
be able to capitalize on its home field
advantage. "We have to play four solid quarters of football in order to win the game,"
he said.
Carpenter is confident, too. "If we play
our game, things should go well for us. We
have a lot of talented guys who have put in
a lot of hours in the gym with last year's
game lingering in their minds."
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Lack of Integrity in Sports Leaves Fan Wondering
ByBRYCEBLUM
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Maybe a bit drastic, but we should the game is sold out 48 hours in
wonder. For the past decade advance. Here's a little news flash
Belichick has been making other for all the owners out there who
Integrity in sports is rapidly on coaches look like Dennis Rodman only have the team to turn a profthe decline. Luckily, there is no on a bad hair day. How can we it: not everyone can afford to
one sport to blame because not question some of the miracles spend $75 on a ticket. Sports are
they're all screwing up equally. the Patriots have received (the supposed to be inspiring. They are
Baseball has an entire decade of Tuck Rule, beating the heavily- supposed to help people tranrecords that should be printed favored Rams)? I'm sure all of you scend the harsh realities of their
with a gigantic asterisk next to Sox/Pats fans were perfectly con- own lives. They are supposed to
them. Soccer has more players tak- tent to see things going your way be fun. .
ing dives than the Black Sox. for a change, as if God finally
Not even little league sports
Basketball has referees who bet on started answering
have survived the
games. Football has all-stars who the prayers of
transformation.
Sports are supposed to
bet on dogfights, not to mention New Englanders.
The 2001 Little
be created of the peoone of its most beloved figure- But maybe this
League
World
heads getting caught illegally tap- had nothing to
Series will forever
ple, by the people, and
ing the opposition's plays. I'm do with divine
be remembered
for the people.
sure there would even be scandals i n t e r v e n t i o n .
by the dominant
in hockey and NASCAR too if Maybe it was a
Somewhere along the
performances of
anyone actually watched either different kind of
Danny Almonte,
way, everyone involved
one of them. Maybe one of the intervention.
who dwarfed his
forgot about that.
players is using rocket-powered
12-year-old comSports are supskates, or there's a car on perform- posed to be creatpetitors with an
ance-enhancing gasoline. It's as if ed of the people, by the people, array of pitches that made him
the whole world, or at least my and for the people. Somewhere look inhuman. The catch? He was
world, has been turned upside along the way, everyone involved 14. He actually entered an organdown.
forgot about that. Ticket prices ized competition to beat up some
For all the complaining we do continue to rise, along with the prepubescent little kids. But he
in this country about state-spon- respective egos of every major didn't just take their lunch money;
sored terrorism, it's about time we superstar, while average attendance he took it on national TV.
We live in a world where the
started a discussion about team- and general interest are plummetsponsored charlatanism. Do we ing across the board. The class marketing value in the average
honestly believe that Bill Belichick acts are either retired (Cal Ripken, Sunday night football game is no
was the only person who knew the Jr.) or on the way out (Brett higher than a Rob Schneider
sideline taping was going on? Favre). Worse still, the owners and movie, where we can celebrate a
What about the guy behind the commissioners seem not to mind. weekend in which TO and Randy
camera? What about all the people Instead of working on their images Moss don't make the front page,
who watched the tapes with him? and trying to jumpstart atten- and where we rejoice that there are
Didn't anyone ask where they dance, greedy owners are broker- only two undefeated college footcame from? Now, no matter what ing deals with local TV stations so ball teams so the BCS doesn't
the Patriots do, we will always that the games won't, even be have a chance to @#$% things up.
ta^n&4,up.op,uhave to question its legitimacy. broadcast to the average fan unless

fig

larity contest. It's the only possible explanation for how Tom
Brady and Peyton Manning still
get mentioned in the same sentence, or why people actually
think Andy Roddick is good at
tennis. I suppose it's the price we
pay for the level of stardom athletes have attained in the modern
world. After all, Michael Jordan
may not be able to bury the three
like he used to, but he is more recognizable than the pope and is
the only person with a decent shot
at challenging the Governator in
his next election.
In light of all of this, Barry's
forced retirement is even more significant. This was about a lot
more than a million-time, MVP
getting released. It was about the
Giants stepping up to the microphone and saying, "get the @#&*
out of our locker-room." They
didn't just allow Bonds to shatter
some o£ the most prolific sport
memories under the guise of legitimacy, they actually sponsored
him. But after 15 years of standing
idly by, they're finally giving him
the boot and all I can say is, it's
about time. Google defines the
word terrorist as "anyone who
knowingly employs trickery or
otherwise disrupts the harmony of
the lives of countless sports fans
across the nation while breaking a
historic record through some of
the most flagrant cheating since
Tanya Harding orchestrated a
WWE-sized smackdown on Nancy
Kerrigan." Actually, it doesn't say
but it should.

Bantams
Take "MustWin" Game
continued from page 24
van Beuren with 15:36 on the
clock.
Cantone made an excellent
play when he outran a Bates
defender to a loose ball and drilled
a low and hard shot inside the near
goal post.
"[Sophomore
midfielder]
Chris Doran played a great ball up
ahead and I made sure the defender did not get to the ball first
because I wanted it more, and then
I just hit it past the keeper," said
Cantone.
Even more impressive was that
he scored merely 1:48 later on an
assist from freshman midfielder
Peter Marlette. The 3-0 was more
than Bates could handle, and
although they scored late in the
second half, it proved to be futile.
The victory brought the team's
record to 3-2, and it evened their
conference record at 2-2.
They will travel down the road
to Danbury, Conn. Wednesday
night to take on the Western
Connecticut State University
Colonials in a 7 p.m. game, and
then they will play before a home
crowd on Saturday at 12 p.m.
against their NESCAC rival
"Williams College Ephs.

Inside Sports:
Women's Soccer,

page 21
Key Matchups
page 22
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Football Opens Season with Shutout Win over Colby
get the first win under our belt," he
said. "The game showed the potential
of how good our team can be and also
Junior quarterback Eric McGrath showed many things we need to
threw three touchdowns and a career- improve upon in order to reach our
best 338 yards on Saturday to lead ultimate goal of a NESCAC champiTrinity to a 20-0 victory over the onship."
Colby College Mules in the 2007 seaTrinity's opening drive did not go
son opener. With the victory, second- well, as McGrath was sacked and fumyear Head Coach Jeff Devanney bled. Colby recovered at the Bantam
improved to 8-1 in his career at Trinity. 44-yard line, but was unable to get a
The Bantams have not lost to Colby first down. The Bantams' next drive
began at their own one-yard line after
since 1995.
"It ftft gdoA to git tot firs? Win;" a Ctflbjr'piittr; Bm Trinity overcame
said Devanney. "We felt good about the poor field position with a 99-yard
our preparation but you never know touchdown pass from McGrath to senior wide receiver Joe Clark. The pass
what can happen in that first game."
McGrath agreed. "It feels great to was the longest in Trinity's history.
By BILL COSGROVE
TRIPOD STAPF

"The key point was definitely the
99-yard [touchdown] pass," explained
Devanney. "We had already turned
the ball over once and they punted us
down to the one-yard line. They had
all the momentum and field position
and that one play turned the momentum in our favor."
Junior
tight
end
Andrew
McDowell, a big target at six-footseven, caught the first of his two
touchdown receptions after an interception by junior linebacker Tyler
B'eriy sit the "Bantam 19-yard line.
Trinity led 14-0 at the half
The Bantams opened the second
half by forcing another Colby
turnover. Senior defensive end Jeff

Carpenter forced the Colby quarterback to fumble, and senior nose tackle D.J. Lanz recovered the ball. After
three rushes by sophomore running
back Bobby Jackson, McGrath connected with McDowell for a 13-yard
touchdown pass.
McGrath, who led the NESCAC
in passing yards with 195 yards per
game last year, ended up with 20 completions in 40 attempts. He also led
the league last fall with 15 touchdown
passes.
The defense was particularly strong
on Saturday, allowing Colby no rushing yards on 37 carries and forcing six
see CAREER-HIGHS on

Field Hockey Builds Four-Game Men's Soccer Splits Weekend
Win Streak, Snaps it at Colby Road Trip to Maine NESCACs
Marisa Shutte to score the game's first
ByMATTFUENTES
TRIPOD STAFF
goal. Junior forward Karli del Rossi
added another tally 12 minutes later on
The Trinity Men's Soccer team made by
The Trinity Field Hockey team partic- an assist by freshman forward Christina
ipated in three highly competitive con- Bradley and senior co-captain midfielder far their longest trip of the season this past
weekend, playing a pair of games in Maine
tests this past week, ultimately winning Katie Curran.
But the Owls would not go down qui- against fellow NESCAC schools Colby and
two of them to improve their record to 4etly, as they roared back late in the first Bates. .
2 overall and 3-1 in NESCAC play.
They began with a game at Colby, a
The Bantams started the week with an half to tie the score on goals by Rachel
away win over the Westfield State College Dionne and Kasey Bascetta. Undeterred, team who had fallen only twice in their past
Owls by a score of 7-2. It only took 39 the Bantams came out in the second half nine contests. Unfortunately, the Bantams
seconds for senior co-captain forward and dominated, scoring five unanswered could not break Colby's hot streak, and fell
by a score of 4-0. Colby scored two goals
goals.
'Shutte netted her second of the game within 55 seconds early in the game to take
on an assist by del Rossi. Two minutes a quick lead. They went into halftime ahead
later, Bradley assisted junior defender 3-0, and then scored seven minutes from the
final whistle to complete the scoring.
Emily Skipp to make the score 4-2.
"The game against Colby on Saturday
Bradley scored an unassisted goal of
her own five minutes later, followed by was a big reality check for us. We had come
Shutte's third of the day, assisted by off a big win against Wesleyan, a very good
Skipp, and finally freshman forward team, the weekend before and we had a menBrady Keeshan closed the scoring with 35 tal let-down in the first 20 minutes of the
game versus Colby. More than anything, we
seconds left in the game.
The Bantams then traveled to Maine made some bad mistakes that Colby capitalfor the weekend for an important ized on promptly. They played the game of
NESCAC series, facing off against the their lives on a day when we just were not at
Colby College White Mules on Saturday our best, simple as that," said junior forward
and the Bates College Bobcats on Nick Cantone.
Sunday.
The team then made the trip to Bates.
After battling to a 1-1 tie in the first They were happy with the way they set the
half on an unassisted goal by del Rossi to pace of the game, according to junior
even the score, the Bantams fell to a 3-1 defender Dan Kupper.
"After losing to Colby, we were in a
Rob Kievit, Colby Echo
see SHUTTE on. page 22
'must-win1 situation going into Bates and
Megan Hannigan '09 fights Colby for the ball.
By EDWARD HARRINGTON
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

J

knew that we had to win in order to maintain our position in the NESCAC [...]
Against.Bates our team came out strong and
dominated the first 15 minutes, which is
something that we've been stressing all season," he said.
Kupper began a Trinity scoring barrage
when he netted the game's first goal after
senior tri-captain forward Jon Hayes passed
him a corner kick by junior midfielder Mike
see BANTAMS on page 23

Rob Kievit, Colby Echo

The Men's Soccer team split thek trip to Maine.

